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Abstract 
Acquisitions are a major part of the growth and evolution of companies within varying              
markets. They are conducted under various circumstances with differing aims and rationales,            
and for different purposes. This thesis focuses on acquisitions carried out by serial investors              
acting in a private equity market. These acquisitions are characterised by a highly competitive              
nature, where access to a large pipeline of potential targets is believed to be a key success                 
factor. As such, deal origination and sourcing of potential targets become important factors to              
facilitate a high-paced deal flow. Earlier research suggests that this is well researched with              
regards to venture capital, but to a large extent lacking within private equity.  
 
This thesis analyses and discusses the possibility of systematising early evaluation of            
potential acquisition targets within private equity. The aim is to suggest a framework that              
may be utilised, consisting of the criteria deemed important for early evaluation. Through             
utilising multi criteria decision making, the framework allows for a relative importance            
between criteria to contribute to assessment, while fuzzy set theory allows for a degree of               
uncertainty to be incorporated. 
  
This thesis is conducted through data collection from a number of professionals within             
private equity, selected from a non-probability sample. Semi-structured interviews and a           
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pairwise comparison is utilised to allow for analysis and discussion with regards to earlier              
research and theory, while allowing for comparison between respondents.  
 
The results of the thesis indicate that utilising a framework for early evaluation of potential               
targets may be beneficial. The key dimensions to consider are financial, commercial and             
market capabilities. However, the criteria constituting the dimensions may be firm or industry             
specific. 
 
Key-words: Deal sourcing, M&A, private equity, multi criteria decision making, fuzzy set            
theory, information asymmetry  
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Sammanfattning 
Förvärv är en viktig del av tillväxten och utvecklingen av företag i en rad olika marknader.                
De genomförs under varierande förutsättningar med olika mål och avsikter, och med olika             
syften. Denna uppsats fokuserar på förvärv utförda av serieinvesterare på en           
riskkapitalsmarknad. Dessa förvärv karaktäriseras av en konkurrensutsatt marknad, där         
tillgång till en bred pipeline av potentiella förvärvsmöjligheter förväntas vara en viktig            
framgångsfaktor. Således är hantering av leadsgenerering och sourcing av möjliga          
förvärvsobjekt viktiga faktorer för att främja ett aktivt förvärvsflöde. Tidigare forskning tyder            
på att detta är ett välutforskat område inom venture capital, men saknas i stor utsträckning               
inom riskkapital. 
 
Denna uppsats analyserar och diskuterar möjligheten att systematisera tidig utvärdering av           
potentiella förvärvsobjekt inom riskkapital. Avsikten är att föreslå ett ramverk som kan            
användas, bestående av de kriteria som anses viktiga vid tidig utvärdering. Genom att             
använda multi criteria decision making möjliggör ramverket en relativ betydelse mellan           
kriterier att påverka bedömningen, medan fuzzy set-teori möjliggör för en grad av osäkerhet             
att inkorporeras. 
 
Denna uppsats utförs genom datainsamling från ett antal yrkesverksamma inom riskkapital,           
utvalda från en icke-sannolikhetsprovtagning. Semi-strukturerade intervjuer och en parvis         
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jämförelse används för analys och diskussion i relation till tidigare forskning och teori, och              
tillåter även jämförelse mellan svarande. 
 
Resultaten av denna uppsats indikerar att användande av ett ramverk för tidig utvärdering av              
potentiella förvärvsobjekt kan vara positiv. De viktigaste dimensionerna att ta i beaktning är             
finansiella, kommersiella och marknadsmässiga förmågor. Kriterierna som utgör dessa         
dimensioner kan dock vara bolags- eller industrispecifika. 
 
Nyckelord: Leadsgenerering, M&A, riskkapital, multi criteria decision making, fuzzy         
set-teori, informationsasymmetri  
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Background 
The mergers and acquisitions (M&A) market is large in both volume and value; in 2017 the                
global transaction volume amounted to 3.7 trillion USD spread over 2 318 deals (J.P. Morgan               
Chase & Co, 2018). To win deals managers may need to leverage digital tools that can help                 
their companies gain advantages in speed, efficiency, and value creation. The overall finance             
market makes good use of IT, digitisation and computational power, with a recent study of               
the M&A market specifically showing that a majority of respondents (63%) use tools other              
than the common spreadsheet to address a variety of M&A related tasks, including             
streamlining integration and reducing costs. Of those who are not using these new tools, 62%               
plan to tap into them in pursuit of the aforementioned benefits (Deloitte, 2018). 
 
A specific type of buyer on the M&A market is the private equity (PE) firm. In recent years                  
PE funds have increased their presence in the M&A landscape. In 2013 the PE acquisitions               1

accounted for 13% of the total transaction value, and only 5 years later that number had risen                 
to 22% (Bain & Company, Inc., 2019). The goal of a PE fund manager is to generate returns                  
on the limited partners’ invested capital. Generally, this is done by acquiring majority stakes              
in several companies’ equity, with different strategies for improving the business with the             
aim of increasing the valuation at exit. PE is part of the M&A landscape and make use of                  
related tools and processes, but generally the acquisition part of the term is mostly adopted by                
PE. 
 
Although the M&A process makes use of certain digital and computational tools, the process              
of landing a deal is in part relational (Roser, 2006), to some extent even emotional, which                
would surely impact the adoption of digital tools reducing human contact, in the parts of the                
process where this is of importance. Such “relational” steps are e.g initial contact and              
negotiations. However, early stages of the M&A-process are a so called numbers game,             
meaning that large amounts of data are processed and evaluated against strategy and criteria              
to build a long and short list of potential targets, often called target pipeline. This can either                 
be done in-house or outsourced to e.g. an investment bank. 
 
A first step in digitising or automating a process is establishing architecture design, a high               
level sketch of the software to be developed. The architecture of a programme is the set of                 
structures needed to reason about the system, the elements, relations among them and             
properties of both (Garlan, 2012). Furthermore, it is recommended by Weinman (2015) to not              
merely replicate a physical thought process or work stream but to also rethink assumptions              
and the process itself. It is also argued that a process need not be fully replaced by a machine                   

1 Private Equity firms commonly structure investments into funds (SVCA, 2019) 
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or algorithm to add value, it could simply aid in the manual process and still increase value                 
significantly. 

1.2 Purpose 
The purpose of this thesis is to establish a framework for the initial screening process of                
investment opportunities aiding in systematising the investment process. The model is           
intended for a serial investor acting in a PE market. Such investors often have diverging and                
multiple investments in platforms or industries, making these ideal candidates to study for a              
model which is also intended to handle generic as well as varying specific investment criteria.               
Additionally, the model is intended to be compatible with investments characterised by some             
information asymmetry. 

1.3 Research Question 
RQ: How can a framework be formulated for systematising early evaluation of potential             
acquisition targets within PE? 
 
SQ1: What are the main criteria used for early evaluation of potential acquisition targets in               
PE? 
 
SQ2: How may such a framework cope with information asymmetry and allowance of             
nuances in evaluation? 

1.4 Research Contribution 
There is a research gap in modelling investment decision making for firms outside the realm               
of venture capital (VC). Aiming to extend the current research on investment decision             
making in early evaluation of VC investments to other types of firms would begin filling said                
gap.  
 
Endeavouring to validate a model for PE contributes to filling the gap within this asset class,                
specifically for investment decision making and the field in general.  

1.5 Main hypothesis 
A set of criteria exist for early evaluation of acquisition opportunities which to some extent is                
generic. This set is universally important for any acquirer to assess irrespective of the              
firm-specific strategy, but not irrespective of the characteristics of the investing firm.            
Therefore, by formulating a framework using this generic subset of the firm-specific criteria,             
the task of early evaluation of acquisition opportunities can be systematised. 
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Systematising would entail stricter compliance with strategy, resulting in a more aligned            
investment organisation which in turn creates efficient operations. Increased strictness also           
entails less allowance for inclusion of potentially attractive acquisition opportunities on or            
near the fringe of investment criteria. As such, in order to contribute to the overall goal of                 
capital gains, a systematic framework would need to allow for the inclusion of targets near               
the fringe of inclusion.  
 
The framework needs to consider the environment in which it is applied. Acquisition of              
unlisted companies is characterised by information asymmetry, albeit reducing over the           
transaction period; paired with the dynamic and organic nature of a company, a framework              
should incorporate a margin of error, as stated in the purpose. 

1.6 Objectives 
● Formulate a research model of the framework for systematising early evaluation of            

acquisition opportunities, including: 
○ A generic set of constructs representing the subset of criteria to be validated             

for genericness within PE 
○ Weights for each construct indicating the relative importance of each construct           

in the decision to either include or exclude it from the pipeline of acquisition              
targets 

● Validate the research model’s purpose and constructs 
● Extending a model established for VC to PE aiming to fill research gap 

1.7 Delimitations 
The delimitations of the study are mainly made in regards to the transaction process. The               
previous research carried out on VC explores the investment process and criteria for the              
whole process. For this thesis, the research model encompasses only the initial steps of the               
transaction process (see figure 4) and does not map the investment process at all. Further               
delimitations are: 

● Interviews are carried out only with Swedish PE firms, with investments allocated            
primarily to Europe. 

● Due to the research aim, the study delimits the focus within the PE market to not                
include the maturity stages including VC and those before e.g seed and angel             
investments 

● The researchers endeavour to create a framework for early decision making, and to             
validate it with PE professionals, but delimit the thesis as to not include the actual               
implementation of such a framework. 

● The thesis will endeavour to establish criteria for early evaluation, but will not aim to               
establish the input values for these criteria or the practice of how these are assessed. 
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● Due to the sensitive nature of firm specific strategy and operations the sample of PE               
professionals is quite small. 

1.8 Thesis Partner  
Company X is a Sweden based company active in investments throughout the risk capital              
chain. By investing both their own capital and others’ for over ten years the Company has a                 
long track record of successful acquisitions. Acquisitions are made in a wide spectrum of              
industries, always in niche players. Investments are made into relatively small companies on             
the PE market, and the company have varying activity in all market segments including VC,               
growth capital (GC) and buy-out (BO). The Company is tech-focused, both in investments             
and internal operations. The culture is characterized by entrepreneurship and coworkers are            
encouraged to come up with new ideas and improvements.  
 
The Company is active in the M&A landscape through acquisitions and is innovative in its               
own way, but has yet to digitise large parts of the process to streamline operations or improve                 
offering. The acquisition team applies a systematic approach when evaluating potential           
acquisitions where implicit knowledge transfer is continuous, but no explicit framework           
aiding in decision making has been formulated. The idea of digitising processes is close at               
hand but initial steps in the development are needed to further investigate the suitability and               
feasibility of a digital tool in the process. Since the acquisition process is the most systematic                
at the beginning, the company and researchers decide this sub process is most suitable to               
investigate. 

1.9 Disposition  
1. Introduction - The introduction chapter outlines the background to the research area,            

the purpose of the study and the research question. Further, the expected research             
contribution and the delimitations of the thesis are presented. 

2. Method - The method chapter presents the methodological approach, data collection           
procedures as well as data analysis procedures. 

3. Literature and Theory review - The literature and theory review chapter presents            
relevant literature and theory with regards to the research area. This includes PE,             
mergers & acquisitions and associated acquisition strategies and investment criteria,          
as well as theory on multi criteria decision making and fuzzy sets. 

4. Results - The results chapter presents the results of the thesis, arranged according to              
qualitative and quantitative results. 

5. Analysis - The analysis chapter analyses the results with regards to each other as well               
as to earlier research and theory. 

6. Discussion - The discussion chapter presents a discussion on the methods utilised for             
the thesis, discussion on the results and analysis, and the reliability, validity and             
generalisability of the research. 
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7. Conclusion - The conclusion chapter presents key findings, the answer to the research             
question, as well as contribution to research, contribution to PE and limitations and             
recommendations to future research. 

1.10 Sustainability Aspect of Thesis 
PE is an important driver of growth and maturity development of companies (SVCA, 2019).              
As such PE firms are also important drivers of sustainability, not only through capital              
allocation but also governance. Sustainability refers to the social and environmental effect or             
impact a target business has on its immediate milieu and the planet. The use of criteria is                 
common in PE and the world of investments, sustainability is often translated into             
environmental and social governance considerations. Taking such parameters into account          
when investing is thought to promote responsible investing (PwC, 2019).  
 
PwC recently published the Private Equity Responsible Investment Survey (2019a) in which            
both Limited Partners (investors in PE) and General Partners (PE fund managers) provide             
views and practices concerning responsible investing and sustainability. Specifically, answers          
are sought on the incorporation of ESG considerations into investment decisions and portfolio             
strategy.  
 
The survey showed an increase in awareness and actions to promote responsible investing,             
especially in Europe compared to the rest of the world. The drivers of responsible investing               
adoption are mainly risk management and corporate values, which suggests that ESG            
considerations are merely a priority, not criteria. The two most important ESG issues             
considered are “business ethics” and “bribery and corruption”, both related to governance,            
suggesting that ESG factors strongly correlated to market performance are favoured, meaning            
there is a fine line between investing responsibly from the perspective of ESG versus              
financial returns. The insights from the survey presented in figure 1 provide an overview of               
the attitude in PE towards responsible investment at a global level. 

 
Figure 1 - PwC (2019) responsible investing survey findings 
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Drawing on the findings presented, this thesis, in addition to the main research question, aims               
to discuss the reasoning of PE firms around ESG considerations with respect to traditional              
performance criteria. Drawing on the earlier suggestion that ESG is mostly a prioritisation             
factor, not a criterion, ESG considerations are left out of the research model empirically              
analysed in this thesis, nevertheless it will implicitly be clear from data gathering if ESG, and                
by extension sustainability, is indeed a guiding or determining factor in PE. 
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2 Method 

2.1 Methodological approach 
The purpose of this research is to establish a framework for the initial screening process of                
investment opportunities. The aim is to match the methodology with the research purpose             
(Heath & Tynan, 2010). Therefore, this study incorporates a mixed methods approach, which             
incorporates both qualitative and quantitative data (Creswell, 2009). This is suitable when            
answering the research question, as utilising both types of data will allow for a quantitative               
modelling of the proposed framework, coupled with further validation and integration of            
potential additional aspects derived from the qualitative data. It is believed that a combination              
of qualitative and quantitative data will provide a richer narrative and give further weight to               
the outcome of this research. The intent is to mainly conduct the gathering of data at                
Company X, but with the aim of conducting data collection with similar companies in the               
industry to provide nuance to the final result. 
 
In this study, a mixed methods approach entails the collection of qualitative and quantitative              
data. The qualitative phase consists of semi-structured interviews with industry professionals,           
while the quantitative phase consists of a pairwise comparison questionnaire. This data will             
when gathered be brought together for analysis. This approach is described as an exploratory              
sequential mixed method (Creswell, 2009). A number of different terms have been used to              
describe the mixed methods approach, such as synthesis, multi-method and mixed           
methodology. However, recent writings tend to use the term mixed method (Bryman, as cited              
in Creswell 2009). This approach originated in the late 1980s, early 1990s, drawing on work               
in fields such as management, evaluation, education and others (Creswell, 2009).  

2.2 Research strategy 
The choice of a mixed methods approach is based on the notion that qualitative and               
quantitative data will support each other and allow for a deeper understanding of the studied               
situation, and a more thorough result and analysis. As noted by Fetters et al. (2013), the                
integration of qualitative and quantitative data can dramatically enhance the value of mixed             
methods research. It is suggested that one source of data can be used to explain the findings                 
of the other (Fetters et al., 2013).  
 
Integration of data is achieved through linking the methods of data collection and analysis,              
and can be accomplished in four ways (Creswell et al. 2011, as cited in Fetters et al., 2013):  

● Connecting, where one type of data links to the other trough sampling 
● Building, where one source of data informs the data collection approach of the other 
● Merging, where the two types of data are brought together for analysis 
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● Embedding, where data collection and analysis link at multiple stages throughout.  
This study will utilise linking through merging, where the qualitative and quantitative data             
will be brought together for analysis. Fetters, Curry and Creswell (2013) suggest that a plan               
for collecting the data that will allow for merging shall be established at the design phase of                 
the study. 
 
Potential limitations with the suggested methodology include, but are not limited to: (1) not              
taking advantage of the richness of the data from the qualitative phase during the quantitative               
phase (Creswell, 2009), (2) unfairly generalising the complexity of investment decisions, and            
(3) the number of factors to take into account during such a decision making process. 
 
It is argued that the methodology adequately addresses the problem to be studied. Utilising a               
mixed methods approach allows for the use of both inductive and deductive reasoning. The              
inductive approach, studying reality, aims to make broad generalisations based on specific            
observations during the qualitative part, while the deductive approach aims to apply the             
established findings during the modelling. The intent of the exploratory sequential strategy is             
to utilise data from a number of described investment strategies with the aim of generalising               
this data for the construction of a model (Creswell, 2009). 

2.3 Literature and theory review 
The literature and theory review aims to provide a deep understanding of the concepts and               
theories related to the research area. Further, it aims to anchor relevant arguments used for the                
empirics of the thesis, as well as present the reader with sufficient context within which to                
analyse the results. Drawing on Gall et al. (1996, as cited in Randolph, 2009), the literature                
and theory review has the intent to delimit the research problem, seek new lines of inquiry,                
avoid fruitless approaches, gain methodological insights, identify recommendations for future          
research, and seek support for grounded theory.  
 
The literature review is carried out in a systematic fashion by capturing, evaluating and              
summarising the findings (Creswell, 2009). Search words used for the review include, but are              
not limited to: “screening”, “search criteria”, “mergers”, “acquisitions”, “M&A process”,          

“deal origination”, “investment criteria”, “sourcing”, “acquisition targets”, “acquisition        

strategy”, “private equity”, “systematising decision making”, “decision making model”,         

“evaluation criteria”, “multi criteria decision making” and “fuzzy set theory”. The primary            
sources for finding literature is KTHB, Google Scholar and Web of Science. Industry papers              
are used if they are published by relevant companies within the field.  
 
The literature study provides the factual foundation and context for the research model and its               
constructs. The theories found in the literature are integral in facilitating the formulation of              
the research model and providing the necessary understanding and context in which to             
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analyse the empirics gathered. Further, the literature study enables synthesising previous           
research which may contribute to a richer research model.  
 

Additionally, the theory chapter of this thesis follows a thematic approach, entailing the             
described theories are chosen by the researchers on the basis of relevance for the thesis and                
the findings therein are presented by themes. A thematic approach is believed to aid the               
reader in understanding the common thread throughout and furthers the readability of the             
theory and literature review (Braun & Clarke, 2006).  

2.4 Qualitative approach 

2.4.1 Interviews 
The research interview is recognised as one of the most important qualitative data gathering              
methods (Qu & Dumay, 2011). In general, Alshenqeeti (2014) argues that interviews as a              
research method broadens the scope of understanding the investigated phenomena as it is less              
structured and more naturalistic compared to other data collection tools. Pre-structured           
interviews allow for emerging insight through patterns. Given its versatile nature and the             
customisable structure it allows the researchers, interviews are deemed suitable as a            
qualitative data gathering method for this thesis. 
 
According to Qu & Dumay (2011), there are three types of interview methods: unstructured,              
structured and semi-structured. Qu & Domay (2011) argue that the unstructured interview            
corresponds to the romanticist view (focusing on meaning), the structured to the neopositivist             
view (studying facts), and the semi-structured to the localist perspective (social construction            
of situated accounts). 
 
The unstructured interview embrace the notion that the interviewers do not know all the              
necessary questions in advance (Qu & Dumay, 2011). It provides a high degree of freedom               
for both the interviewer and the interviewee. Criticism has been raised against this method, as               
interview data may only represent the interviewee's worldview at a specific point in time (Qu               
& Dumay, 2011). This method is deemed not suitable, as focusing on questions relevant to               
the topic is deemed to produce a more detailed result. 
 
The structured interview is centred around a set of predetermined questions, allowing the             
interviewee to choose from a number of response categories (Qu & Dumay, 2011).             
Alshenqeeti (2014) notes that these questions most often require ‘yes’ or ‘no’ type answers,              
not allowing the interviewee to elaborate on interesting tracks within the topic. The main              
concern with the method is to reduce researcher bias and increase generalisability of the              
results (Qu & Dumay, 2011). Given the limited room of flexibility for the interviewee, this               
method is deemed not suitable.  
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Semi-structured interviews is the most common of all types of qualitative research methods             
(Alvesson & Deetz, 2000, p. 194, as cited in Qu & Dumay, 2011). It involves prepared                
questions focusing on specific themes in a systematic manner while allowing room for the              
interviewee to elaborate further on certain responses. The semi-structured interview is           
flexible, intelligible and “capable of disclosing important and often hidden facets of human             
and organizational behavior” (Qu & Dumay, 2011, p. 246). It is often the most convenient               
and effective mean of gathering information (Kvale & Brinkmann, 2009, as cited in Qu &               
Dumay, 2011).  
 
Out of the interview methods presented, the semi-structured interview is chosen for this             
research. It is believed to provide the interviewees with the necessary freedom to elaborate on               
interesting questions and topics while centring the interview on a specific theme. Further, it              
will allow a meaningful comparison of the answers provided, as all interviewees will answer              
the same questions.  
 
Berg (2007, as cited in Alshenqeeti, 2014) argues for the use of a list of research questions to                  
ensure coverage of all identified areas of interest, which is utilised in this study (see Table 1).                 
Further, notetaking will be conducted during the interviews to allow for a deeper analysis of               
the results. 
 
Brewerton & Millward (2001, 74, as cited in Alshenqeeti, 2014) argue that a drawback with               
interviews as a data collection method is low generalisability, that is, the extent to which               
research yields the same result on numerous occasions. To address this issue, the interviews              
will follow a number of guidelines proposed by Alshenqeeti (2014): 

● Avoid asking leading questions 
● Taking notes 
● Giving the interviewees a chance to clarify the points they have made 

 
The interviews consist of two distinct parts. The first part of the interview will be of a more                  
structured nature. The interviewees will be presented with an outlining of the research model              
described in figure 2. The interviewees will be asked to include and/or exclude any of the                
criteria deemed necessary for an initial screening process. The outlining and the criteria will              
not be limited to the research model, rather, the interviewee will be asked to add any criteria                 
deemed lacking in the model with the aim of refining the research model. 
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Figure 2 - Outlining of the research model to be refined by the interviewee 

 
The second part of the interview will centre around the topics of the theory used to formulate                 
the research model and its constructs. With the aim of gaining a deeper knowledge of the                
research topic, open-ended questions are preferred, as this allows for the discussion,            
conferring and reflection of complex topics (Collis & Hussey, 2013). The interviewees are all              
experts in the field with extensive knowledge of the topic and as such, it is deemed suitable to                  
ask questions in a manner that allows for an open discussion and rich answers.  
 
The number of questions in the interview protocol is fairly limited. This is primarily due to                
the fact that the investment professional to be interviewed all have busy schedules which              
constrain the interview. Longer interviews with time for exploring topics in depth are             
preferable but given the circumstances, the interview protocol has been made sufficiently            
efficient and the number of interviews proposed are deemed to provide enough evidence to              
both enrichen and support the research model.  
 
By dividing the interview into above presented parts the researchers gain both a sounder              
theoretical foundation for exploring the research topic and answering the research question,            
as well as quantitative data for refining and validating the research model. 

Interview protocol 

For each topic of interest, the researchers will start with an open question and continue on                
that topic but with further questions getting more specific. For each question, it will be               
important that the researcher leading the interview provides a clear context for the questions              
in order to gain answers in an efficient way, and endeavours to keep interviewees’ answers               
staying on the intended topic. The complete interview protocol is presented in Table 1. 
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Area Purpose Question 

Financial criteria Enriching and/or refining research 
model, validation of constructs 

● Why is F1 the most important criteria? 

Market criteria Enriching and/or refining research 
model, validation of constructs 

● Why is M1 the most important criteria? 

Commercial 

criteria 

Enriching and/or refining research 
model, validation of constructs 

● Why is C1 the most important criteria? 

Ownership criteria Enriching and/or refining research 
model, validation of constructs 

● Why is O1 the most important criteria? 

Background 

information 

Gaining insights into the 
interviewee’s role and experience 
within acquisitions and familiarity 
with investment criteria 

● What is your experience of acquisition 
strategy investment criteria? 

Deal origination Understanding the interviewee’s 
views, involvement and practices 
concerning deal origination 

● How do you screen for potential targets, 
and why? 

● Do you use any framework or model for 
early evaluation? Please describe 

● How would you describe the difficulty in 
evaluating targets in early stage in 
relation to post-DD?  

● Would a framework be more or less 
suitable to use strictly for early evaluation 
or throughout a whole process? 

Fuzziness Exploring the fringe of inclusion and 
exclusion, specifically the relative 
allowance of inclusion outside 
criteria boundary.  

● Are there any values beyond criteria 
limits that would be a target’s fatal flaw? 

● Would there be any scenario or 
combination of high values where this 
fatal flaw is tolerated? 

Investment 

criteria 

Gaining in-depth understanding of 
how the investment criteria used for 
early evaluation of potential targets is 
used, especially with regards to 
consistent decision making 

● Does the set of criteria used for early 
evaluation differ from the general ones, if 
so how? 

● How often does criteria change? 
● Provided with the same list of 100 

potential targets, would all members of 
your team pick the same ones to acquire? 

● Why do you think your team make/don’t 
make aligned decisions? 

Other  ● Would using the framework presented be 
positive or negative for your organisation, 
why? 

● Is there anything we should have asked 
you that we didn’t? 

● Who else in your organisation should we 
talk to? 

 
Table 1 - Interview protocol 
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2.5 Quantitative approach 

2.5.1 Pairwise comparison 
While interviews are a widely accepted form of information gathering, it is suggested that it               
can go hand in hand with other methods to provide more in-depth information (Ho, 2006, as                
cited in Alshenqeeti, 2014). Alshenqeeti (2014) argues that utilising more than one data             
gathering method will result in richer data and aid in validating the research findings.  
 
Drawing on the discussion of Alshenqeeti (2014), in addition to a semi-structured interview,             
a pairwise comparison will be carried out with each interviewee. The intent of the pairwise               
comparison is to establish weights for each criterion, corresponding to the preference of each              
interviewee. The comparison is carried out through a questionnaire, which is conducted            
during the interview (see Appendix). The questionnaire is based on pairwise comparison of             
the criteria in the research model. 
 
The pairwise comparison method allows addressing complex problems with multiple and           
potentially conflicting criteria (Emrouznejad & Marra, 2017). It offers the possibility of            
assigning weights to allow certain criteria to dominate the decision at hand, should the              
interviewees deem so necessary. The main advantages of the method are the opportunity of              
hierarchical modelling of the factors to be studied, along with the possibility to confirm              
consistency (Ishizaka & Labib, 2011). As interviews as a data collection method tend to              
suffer from low generalisability, the aim is that the pairwise comparison will provide a              
quantitative, validatable addition. 
 
A possible drawback with pairwise comparison as a data collection method is the consistency              
of decision-makers’ judgements (as noted by Kazibudski, 2016, as cited in Emrouznejad &             
Marra, 2017). The problem of possible inconsistencies has not been addressed in the             
methodology, as they are believed to be important parts of the final result. 
 
Upon completing all interviews, an aggregated preference is computed. This is achieved            
through aggregating the judgements using the geometric mean (Saaty, 2008).  

2.6 Respondents 

2.6.1 Selection 
Non-probability sampling is used to select the group of respondents, mainly due to the              
requirement of appropriate positions in the acquisitions market as well as being available for              
the research. This is deemed to be a potential limiting factor of this study. In order to get a                   
fair result, the selection originates from various firms, with a prevalence to Company X, as               
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well as different positions within the investment teams, to incorporate views of investment             
associates, directors and managers into the selection. A drawback of using a non-probability             
selection is the limited generalisability of the result (Bryman & Bell, 2012, p. 192). A larger                
sample size of investment professionals would be preferred, but not possible due to limited              
willingness of participation as well as time constraints. This sampling method is to some              
extent necessary because of the limited willingness to participate, which is believed to be due               
to the protection of trade and firm-specific secrets in the industry.  
 
All respondents possess active roles in the Swedish acquisition market. The companies they             
represent have somewhat different characteristics and strategies, with targets being in a more             
mature stage than venture capital being a unifying condition. The selection is carefully             
chosen to represent the intended utiliser of the research model extended in this thesis. Due to                
the respondents time restraints, a few declined to participate in answering questions about the              
framework but did take part in both the qualitative method of validating the research model               
and the pairwise comparison of constructs. 

2.6.2 Presentation 
Because of the sensitive nature of firm-specific strategy, criteria and evaluation, the            
interviewees and their answers are anonymised. In order for the findings to be accurately              
presented and to provide context for the analysis, the respondents are categorised by type of               
company, both the European (EVCA) and Swedish (SVCA) PE industry organisations’           
definitions (the latter in parenthesis) and whether or not they belong to the thesis partner               
company, found in table 2.  
 

Type of firm  Respondent Type 

PE (Buy-Out (BO)) R1 Internal 
PE (BO) R2 Internal 

PE (Growth capital (GC) & BO) R3 Internal 
VC & PE (GC & BO) R4 Internal 

PE (BO) R5 Internal 
PE (BO) R6 External 
PE (BO) R7 External 
PE (GC) R8 Internal 
PE (BO) R9 External 

PE (GC & BO) R10 Internal 
 

Table 2 - Presentation of respondents 
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2.7 Empirical data analysis 
In order to answer the research question, the empirical data analysis will evaluate the data               
gathered in 1) comparison to each other, and 2) in relation to identified research and theory                
on the topic. The aim is to present the findings in the context of earlier research. The theories                  
presented below are explained further in Chapter 3. 

2.7.1 Qualitative analysis procedure 
The qualitative analysis procedure will consist of: 

● Identification, clustering and categorisation of relevant themes with regards to the           
topic, highlighting important passages from the interview note takings 

○ The analysis aims to not be limited to anticipated themes that the researchers             
find important, but also consider aspects raised by interviewees, i.e. emergent           
themes 

○ The analysis will be conducted dimension by dimension, discussing         
convergence, divergence and critical aspects 

● Description of identified themes to foster general conclusions between interviews 
● Research model refinement based on inclusion/exclusion of criteria. 

2.7.2 Quantitative analysis procedure 
The quantitative analysis procedure will consist of: 

● Establishing weights from the pairwise comparison through the AHP method 
○ Data from the pairwise comparison will be gathered in excel for analysis and             

presentation 
● Modelling of framework 

○ Based on research model refinement from interview findings and the identified           
weights for the criteria to be included 

○ Utilising fuzzy set theory to develop a method for inclusion/exclusion of           
potential targets. 

2.8 Ethics of method 
Drawing on Qu & Dumay (2011), four main ethical issues are deemed to deserve careful               
consideration upon gathering empirical data: Impose no harm, entailing showing respect for            
human dignity. Utilising relationship-based ethics, resulting in not using the data gathered to             
harm the interviewee. Disclose research intent, ensuring content of participation. Right to            
privacy and confidentiality, which is inviolable. All of these are considered to the greatest              
extent possible in this thesis.  
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3 Literature and Theory review 

3.1 Previous Research 
The previous research carried out in the field pertaining to acquisitions is largely well              
explored. However, scientific papers published about the early stages of the transaction            
process (those before due diligence) are quite limited in numbers. Most research available on              
decision making and criteria used in acquisitions covers either the transaction process as a              
whole or focuses on the subprocesses post or during due diligence. Furthermore, relatively             
little literature is available exploring the early stages of the transaction process similar to the               
investment class within PE like growth capital (GC) and buy-out (BO) respectively,            
compared to the class called venture capital (VC). 
 
Tyebjee & Bruno (1984) were among the first researchers within risk capital to publish a               
model for investment decision making, the seminal piece was published by Wells (1974). The              
model by Tyebjee & Bruno extends Wells’s and describes the investment process and criteria              
used by VC firms. Fried & Hisrich (1994) came to similar conclusions in their research of                
modelling venture capital investment decisions, main differences present not in criteria but in             
the investment process explored. The research contributed to a better understanding of VC             
firms’ processes and decisions.  
 
Deloitte and Listed Equity Partners LPEq (2017) recently published a joint paper describing             
the PE investment model. Therein, it is stated that in the early steps of the transaction process                 
called deal origination and screening PE professionals use firm-specific investment criteria           
with the aim of creating proprietary deal flow. This statement suggests that there is a               
reasonable reluctance among PE firms to divulge internal practices and investment criteria            
and thus participate in research on the topic. This is further supported by the lack of research                 
available on decision making post investment in PE. 
 
Literature on modelling VC investment activities and processes could be said to be quite well               
explored. Research from School of Economics and Management Wuhan Polytechnic          
University, Wuhan, China by Zhang (2012) utilised the concept of Fuzzy sets to incorporate              
uncertainties in risk into the investment decision making process. Zhang applies Fuzzy sets in              
the due diligence stage, whereas this thesis study aims to incorporate it in early stage               
evaluation.  

3.2 PE and VC 
PE is a investment into the equity of a company, which can either be private companies or                 
public ones listed the stock exchange; the thesis focus is on unlisted targets. Active              
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ownership and investment of both capital and expertise characterise actors typically active in             
PE. This definition is established by both the Swedish and European industry organisations             
SVCA (2019) and EVCA (2019), but generally, it can vary between countries and regions. 
 
Investments are made into all types and sizes of companies, with the majority of capital               
invested by PE firms are made into SMEs. The goal of PE firms is to add enough value                  
through improvements to a company for it to transition into the next stage of maturity. The                
value added to the company by the PE firms is collected at exit by selling the equity initially                  
acquired at a higher valuation, often to another PE investor capable of taking the company               
even further into maturity (EVCA, 2019). 
 
The PE market is segmented into investment stages in which targets are of similar maturity               
and needs. Much like for PE as a whole, definitions diverge somewhat in nomenclature.              
Figure 3 depicts the categorisation by SVCA and EVCA. 
 

 
 

Figure 3 - Private equity categorisation by SVCA (2019) and EVCA (2019) 

 
A somewhat different categorisation is used when discussing managing firms. Commonly PE            
firms acquire stock or companies and place in a fund structure. The capital is raised from the                 
limited partners which can be wealthy individuals, family offices, pension funds etc. The             
fund’s general managers are trusted to invest the capital and expected to achieve significant              
value-add in all fund companies, exiting several years later and having created substantial             
returns. Funds are commonly grouped into VC funds and PE funds, even though technically              
venture capital is a subset of PE. (American Investment Council, 2019) 
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The definitions are not very different, but diverge enough that a clear definition is needed in                
this thesis to clarify the context in which to view and analyse the contents, results and                
discussion. Even though a more granular distinction exists, this thesis uses the distinctions             
provided by American Investment Council (2019) for funds, i.e. venture capital and PE,             
where the latter represent enterprise capital, growth capital and buy-out.  
 
The business information insights company Crunchbase published a short article about the            
main similarities and differences between VCs and PEs (CB Insights, 2019).  
 
Similarities 

● Structure and organisation: capital is raised from limited partners and managed by            
general partners. The process for finding, evaluating and closing deals, share common            
traits and practices 

● Terminology: jargon is largely the same in both asset classes, implying that            
professionals in both fields understand each other 

● Generating returns: the intention is to invest the capital to add value which is              
collected at exit 

 
Differences 

● Maturity:  

○ PEs take controlling interests in mature, performing companies, and look at           
ways to make them increase in valuation 

○ VCs can invest in a company at any stage in its development 
● Investment size and share:  

○ PE commonly invests large amounts to acquire at least a controlling majority            
of shares if not all of them 

○ VCs make smaller incremental investments over time and make use of           
co-investors whereas PE invests solely from the fund 

● Risk and returns:  

○ PEs invest in a templatised way with high degree of structure which basically             
entails: invest, improve, exit 

○ VCs generally evaluate large numbers of companies and only invest in a            
handful out of which some will fail, but one will generate a large return. The               
terminology unicorn is commonly used to refer to such a company 

● Post-investment behaviours: 

○ PEs get involved in governance and make improvements to operations with           
the aim of adding value and creating large returns at exit 

○ VCs tend to work closely with entrepreneurs to develop companies in a wider             
context than operations, like R&D, hiring, partnerships, etc 

● Professionals employed: 

○ PEs tend to have teams with investment banker backgrounds 
○ VCs tend to have more diverse teams with bankers, consultants, business           

development professionals, and even past entrepreneurs 
● Financing: 

○ PEs mix debt and equity in order to acquire majority stakes in companies,             
using only the capital raised for equity, co-investments are uncommon 

○ VCs mainly invest equity and make use of co-investors 
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3.3 Mergers & Acquisitions 
The market for mergers and acquisitions is large and growing. Buyers on this market vary in                
motivation and characteristics. Actors can be divided into two groups: strategic buyers and             
financial buyers. Examples of strategic buyers are those seeking synergy effects for their core              
operations with a competitor or customer, and a financial buyer could be a venture capital               
firm searching to find the next unicorn. Significant differences exist between the two types of               
players. Strategic players are generally able to pay more for acquisitions than financial actors              
since the latter are bound by covenants with the investors, often called limited partners.              
(Martos-Vila et al., 2013) 
 
Naturally, the type of target company also vary. Some investments on the M&A-market are              
made into listed companies on an efficient equity market where there is normally plenty of               
information available, in terms of financial performance, peers, valuation, etc. Investments           
into unlisted companies, on the contrary, inherently carry with them some measure of             
information asymmetry. The market for acquiring equity stakes in unlisted companies are            
commonly referred to as PE. For PE managers and funds, M&A is an important tool for                
acquiring stakes in companies in which value added improvements are intended. The            
structured environment in which transactions are made rhymes well with the well defined             
process and practice of M&A. 

3.4 Acquisition process & Deal origination 
The scientific research pertaining to the business practice of acquisitions could be considered             
both plentiful and scarce, depending on the level of detail the phenomenon in question is               
being studied. The thesis subject of this study spans only a few steps, albeit quite complex                
and detailed ones, of the acquisition process. For the benefit of the reader’s understanding of               
the subject matter, figure 4 details a generic acquisition process. 
 

 
Figure 4 - The acquisition process (Martirosyan et. al, 2017) 

 
In order for an acquirer to be successful in the endeavour of making transactions and building                
a portfolio generating profits for shareholders or limited partners, a pipeline of attractive             
possible companies to acquire is needed. Populating a pipeline begins with deal origination.             
Figure 5 provides a more detailed view of the screening process. For the practice of               
screening, the formulation and execution of steps one through three are critical for building a               
target pipeline from which successful deals can be made (Rosner, 2006).  
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Figure 5 - The screening process (Martirosyan et. al, 2017) 

 
The theoretical framework for building a systematic model of the screening process would             
rely on theory on the following topics: 

● formulation of acquisition strategy 
● formulation of investment criteria 
● search execution based on above 

 
For acquisitions made in the context of this thesis, the PE investment process is illustrated in                
figure 6. The delimitations of this study dictates that only the stage of “Evaluation” is               
included in the scope of this thesis which closely corresponds to figure 5. 
 

 

Figure 6 - The PE investment process (Ljungberg & Svedman, 2017) 

3.5 Acquisition Strategy 
The acquisition strategy of an acquiring company clearly articulates the organisation’s goals            
and highlights the factors that make an investment opportunity attractive. The acquisition            
strategy should be in line with the acquirer's overall corporate growth strategy in order for an                
acquisition to add value and is thus largely dependant on incumbent strategy (Roser, 2006).  
 
A recent article published by Nordic M&A consultants Implement Consulting Group (2019)            
suggests that there are five elements to a successful strategy: 

● Target deals in or close to core business 
● Target deals in attractive market segments, avoiding averages 
● Target deals where acquirer can add value 
● Frequent and consistent acquirers outperform 
● Ensure clear deal thesis, thorough due diligence and solid post-acquisition value           

creation approach 
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Seasoned professionals from renowned management consulting company McKinsey detail         
some archetypes of acquisitions strategy (Koller et. al, 2005) :  2

● Improve the target company’s performance 
● Consolidate to remove excess capacity from industry 
● Accelerate market access for the target’s (or buyer’s) products 
● Get skills or technologies faster or at a lower cost than they can be built 
● Exploit a business’s industry-specific scalability 
● Pick winners early and help them develop their businesses 
● Roll-ups 
● Consolidate to improve competitive behaviour 
● Buy cheap 

 
As aforementioned, the corporate growth strategy is guiding in any successful formulation of             
acquisition criteria. For this thesis and future research, the scope of these growth strategies              
focuses on those that are typical for financial actors on the M&A market such PE firms. 

3.6 Investment Criteria 
Investment criteria are used by acquirers and investors with the aim of making sound              
decisions regarding potential targets. Coupled with the investment strategy these guide           
investments through the process of acquisition. The investment criteria are developed from            
the factors driving attractiveness of an opportunity highlighted in the investment strategy.            
The criteria consequently vary depending on the type and character of the acquirer, both in               
terms of strategy and industry belonging. This is supported by recent research carried out by               
Broere (2013) with the aim of exploring the rules and decisions guiding PE investments.              
Herein, Broere (2013) shows through qualitative evidence produced from interviews with PE            
professionals that depending on their strategy and financing the measures of success differed.             
For PE, a trustly and prevalent measure of acquisition success is internal rate of return (IRR).                
(Broere, 2013; Rosner, 2006) 
 
The research field of investment decision making process is well explored for VC, but very               
limited for PE. Some research suggests that this is attributable to the fact that PE firms and                 
managers don’t commonly divulge information about internal practices and that the PE            
market as such is imperfect, characterised by information asymmetry. (Broere, 2013;           
Ljungberg & Svedman, 2017)  
 
As aforementioned, early but well-recognized research on venture capital investment activity           
modelling was carried out by Tyebjee & Bruno (1984). The purpose of the research was to                
model VC firm decision making, both with regards to the process undertaken when investing              
and what criteria are used to guide decision making. The model details the overall steps in the                 

2 The strategies pertaining to mergers have been removed from the original list, which details not only                 
acquisition strategy but M&A-strategy as a whole 
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investment process as well as a set of investment criteria, with the steps depicted in figure 7.                 
The model was established by interviewing a group of VC firms. 

 
 

Figure 7 - Decision process of venture capitalist investment activity (Tyebjee & Bruno, 1984) 

 
The actual investment criteria proposed by Tyebjee & Bruno (1984) are four underlying             
dimensions of the venture capital investment process: 1) market attractiveness, 2) product            
differentiation, 3) managerial capabilities, and 4) environmental threat resistance. Evaluation          
of each dimension is carried out using criteria. 
 
The criteria drive the attractiveness of each dimension and in turn the investment opportunity.              
Table 3 details the investment criteria proposed by Tyebjee & Bruno (1984). In their model a                
criterion is assigned either a plus or minus sign, illustrating how the score or performance in                
each criterion contributes to the assessment of the dimension in question, influencing the             
decision to invest. 
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Dimension Criteria 

Market Attractiveness ● Size of market 
● Market need 
● Market growth potential 
● Access to market 

Managerial Capabilities ● Marketing skills 
● Financial skills 
● Management capabilities 
● References entrepreneur 

Resistance to Environmental Threats ● Protection from obsolescence 
● Protection from competitive entry 
● Protection from downside risk 
● Resistance to economic cycles 

Product Differentiation ● Uniqueness of products 
● Patentability of product 
● Technical skills 
● Profit margins 

 

Table 3 - Investment dimensions and criteria (Tyebjee & Bruno, 1984) 

 

Tyebjee & Bruno (1984) suggest that a subset of the whole set of investment criteria is                
generally used in the early stages of an investment process to evaluate the attractiveness of an                
acquisition opportunity. The use of a smaller subset of the firm-specific investment criteria in              
the screening process is further corroborated in Hudson & Evans’ (2005) review of research              
into investment criteria of venture capital firms. The authors find numerous research            
concluding that one large set of criteria is applied throughout the investment process, and a               
smaller subset is used in the initial screening process.  
 
Hudson & Evans (2005) explain the difference as the overall set of investment criteria being               
compensatory, whereas the subset used in early stages i.e screening is described as             
non-compensatory. Non-compensatory means that if one criterion receives an unacceptably          
low assessment, this cannot be offset by a high assessment on another criterion. The subset of                
non-compensatory criteria can be chosen based on the concept of fatal flaw.  
 
Plenty of literature on VC investment decisions presents the weighting of established criteria,             
representing the importance placed by the investor on each. Similarly, Broere (2013) presents             
weights on the criteria or measures of success used in PE investment decision making.              
Research to determine weights for criteria in VC and PE use similar methods in this               
endeavour, basing conclusions and results on qualitative data in the form of information             
obtained from interviews with professionals. The selection of the subject group is therefore             
stated by authors to influence the results (Tyebjee & Bruno, 1984). 
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Broere (2013) highlights in his research of PE decision making that success measures for PE               
firms are mostly based on financial returns. The strategy and consequently the criteria are              
formulated and developed with the aim of maximising returns. Although the model            
established by Tyebjee & Bruno (1984) comprises some criteria of financial character, it is              
obviously lacking with regards to criteria dedicated solely to financial performance and fit. In              
screening for venture capital investments where financial performance is not usually available            
or representative of value, greater importance is placed on the entrepreneur and management             
of the company. 

3.7 Information Asymmetry 
A recent study of the Swedish PE market concludes, perhaps not very surprisingly, that the               
evaluation stage of the M&A transaction process is the most asymmetrical with regards to              
information, the graphical representation shown in figure 8 (Ljungberg & Svedman, 2017). In             
economics, information asymmetry is related to both moral hazard and adverse selection.            
Adverse selection is the concept of agents having access to private information, which leads              
to assets being incorrectly priced and prevents markets from achieving optimal efficiency            
(Bigelow, 1990). Adverse selection as a risk in VC investments is mitigated by proceeding              
according to the investment process since the steps serve to reduce information asymmetry             
(Fried & Hisrich, 1994). 
 
Information asymmetry throughout the investment process affects the importance of each           
criterion. In the early stages when the information is very scarce, the criteria which are not                
possible to assess naturally do not contribute significantly to the assessment. However, in             
later stages where asymmetry is reduced and values can be confidently assessed for a wider               
set of criteria, these contribute to the overall assessment of the acquisition opportunity. In              
turn, the overall degree of information asymmetry is generally higher for young,            
venture-stage investment opportunities, than those of e.g. PE-stage which usually are more            
mature in terms of financial track record and market acceptance. (Ljungberg & Svedman,             
2017)  

 
 

Figure 8 - Information asymmetry across investment process (Ljungberg & Svedman, 2017) 
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3.8 Search Execution 

3.8.1 Fuzzy Sets 

Background and origination 

Fuzzy sets are an extension of the mathematical theory of sets, first studied by Cantor in the                 
17th century (Jantzen, 1998). Classical set theory treats membership of elements in a binary              
manner - either the element belongs to a set or it does not. Fuzzy sets, on the other hand,                   
allow for the notion of degree of membership, thus allowing a statement to be partially true or                 
false, which corresponds to an object having partial membership of a set. As noted by               
Zimmermann (1996), it is a theory in which everything has a matter of degree, where               
everything has elasticity. It has been utilised in a number of different areas, some of which                
are; artificial intelligence, computer science, decision theory, management science and          
control engineering (Zimmermann, 1996). 
 
Fuzzy sets and fuzzy logic are an extension of common (boolean) logic and was first               
introduced by Zadeh (1965). Zadeh noted that classes of objects encountered in the real world               
are often not binary by nature, but that imprecisely defined sets are an important part of                
human thinking, which gives rise to ambiguity within classical set theory. As such, values              
within fuzzy theory are often linguistic. Quoting verbatim from Zadeh (1965, p. 339), a fuzzy               
set is defined as follows. 
 

et X  be a space of  points (objects), with a generic element of  X  denoted by x. T hus, X  L   =  {x} .  
 fuzzy set (class) A in X  is characterised by a membership (characteristic) function whichA  
ssociates each point in X  a real number in the interval [0, ], with the value of  f (x) at x representing a 1  

A
 

he grade of  membership of  x in A. T hus, the nearer the value of  f (x) to unity, the higher the gradet  
A

  
f  membership of  x in A.o  

Membership functions and fuzzification 

Jantzen (1998), suggests that membership functions allow for finer detail in the description of              
membership of a set, depicting it as gradual rather than distinct. The grade of membership of                
a fuzzy set rests on subjective experience rather than reason, as a formal basis for determining                
the membership grade does not exist. Membership functions can take on a number of              
different shapes, the most common of which are Singleton fuzzifier, Gaussian fuzzifier and             
Triangular or Trapezoidal fuzzifier. Fuzzification is suggested to be the process of translating             
observed numerical values to fuzzy linguistic values, which means applying membership           
functions and determining the numerical values’ respective degree of membership          
(Zimmermann, 1996). Defuzzification, on the contrary, is the process of producing a            
quantifiable result in fuzzy logic. This means, interpreting the fuzzy results, the membership             
degree of a fuzzy set, into a real value. A number of defuzzification methods exist, where                
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many are based on heuristic ideas such as “take the action that corresponds to the maximum                
membership” (Zimmermann, 1996, p.212). Other defuzzification methods utilise first, middle          
or mean of maximum.  

Fuzzy inference and fuzzy algorithms 

The key part of a fuzzy logic system is the fuzzy inference system, which maps input to                 
output using fuzzy logic. This mapping provides a basis from which decisions can be made,               
or patterns recognised (MathWorks, 2019). The fuzzy inference process consists of           
fuzzification of input variables, determining the output from the antecedent in the inference,             
determining the implication from the antecedent to the consequent, aggregating all           
consequents into one fuzzy set, and defuzzification. 
 
Further, there are different types of fuzzy algorithms 

● Definitional algorithms: define a set or calculate grades of membership of elements. 
● Generational algorithms: generate a fuzzy set. 
● Relational algorithms: describe a relation between fuzzy variables. Can be used to            

approximately describe the behaviour of a system. 
● Decisional algorithms: approximately describe a strategy for performing some task. 

Properties of Fuzzy Sets 

There are a number of properties within fuzzy set theory, the most important of which as                
deemed by Dernoncourt (2013) is presented below. 
 

et X  be a set, A a fuzzy subset of  X , and μA the membership function characterising A. L    
A(x) is the membership function of  x in A.μ  

 
he height of  A, h(A), corresponds to the upper bound of  the codomain of  its membership functionT   :  

(A) uph = s {μA(x) }  
 

 is said to be normalised if  and only if  h(A) .A = 1  
 

he support of  A is the set of  elements of  X  belonging to at least some A, i.e. the membershipT   
egree is strictly positive support(A)d :  = {x  ｜μ (x) }∈ X

A
> 0  

Fuzzy Relations 

Fuzzy relations are defined as fuzzy subsets of , that is, mappings from . They        X × Y      X → Y   
have been studied by Zadeh (1965), Kaufmann (1975), and Rosenfeld (1975) (as cited in              
Zimmermann 1996). Fuzzy relations are defined as follows (Zimmermann, 1996, p.69) 
 

et X , Y   be universal sets, thenL  ⊆ ℝ   
R = {((x, ), (x, ))｜(x, ) }y μ

R
y y ∈ X × Y  
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s called a fuzzy relation on Xi × Y  
 
Fuzzy relations can be combined with each other through an operation known as             
composition, which is independent of product space. A number of different versions of             
composition methods have been suggested, of which the max-min composition has become            
the best known and most used one (Zimmermann, 1996). 
 
Further, fuzzy relations can be represented as fuzzy graphs. A fuzzy graph is defined as               
follows (Zimmermann, 1996, p.82) 
 

et E be the (crisp) set of  nodes. A fuzzy graph, G, is then def ined byL   :  
(x , x )  G

i
 

j
= ((x , x ), μ (x , x ))｜(x , x )   { i

 
j

 
G i

 
j i

 
j

∈ E × E } 

 

3.8.2 Multiple Criteria Decision Making 
Decision making can be described as the act of “choosing between two or more courses of                
action” (Majumder, 2015, p.35). However, there may not exist a correct decision amongst the              
available alternatives. The correct decision may need further input, or could even be an              
option not considered. Multiple Criteria Decision Making (MCDM) is based on structuring            
and solving decision and planning problems involving two or more criteria. Often, decision             
makers’ preferences have to be utilised to differentiate between alternatives, since no            
objectively unique optimal solution exist. 
 
MCDM methods have been applied within for example energy, environment and           
sustainability, supply chain management, quality management, strategic management and         
production management (Mardani et al. 2015). Further, Wang et al. (2009, as cited in              
Zavadskas & Turskis 2011) noted that MCDM methods have risen in popularity within             
decision-making for sustainability given the complexity of the socio-economic and          
biophysical systems coupled with the multidimensionality of the sustainability goal.  
 
In general, there exist two types of MCDM problems; Multiple criteria evaluation problems             
where the number of possible solutions is known beforehand, and multiple criteria design             
problems where the alternatives are not previously identified. MCDM problems can also be             
categorised based on determining the weighting of the alternatives; out-rankable weighting or            
compensatory weighting (Majumder, 2015). 
 
An MCDM problem may be described with the use of a decision matrix. Given possible              m   
alternatives to assess, each carries different attributes to be assessed on, a matrix     n         m × n   
with element depicting the j-th attribute value of the i-th alternative will act as the   Y

ij
             

decision matrix. 
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Main principles 

Majumder (2015) noted that an MCDM process follows a common working principle;  
● Selection of criteria: 

The selected criteria should be measurable, independent of each other, coherent with            
the decision and not unrelated to the alternatives 

● Selection of alternatives: 
The selected alternatives should be comparable, feasible, available and real 

● Selection of the weighting methods to represent importance: 
Weighting methods can be either out-rankable or compensatory. Out-rankable         
methods constitute for example ELimination and Choice Expressing Reality         
(ELECTRE) and Preference Ranking Organization Method for Enrichment of         
Evaluations PROMETHUS. Compensatory methods include Analytical Hierarchy       
Process (AHP) and Fuzzy Multi Criteria Decision Making (FMCDM or FDM) 

● Method of aggregation: 
The method of aggregation can be a product, average or function. The aggregation             
will separate the best alternative out of all possible alternatives 

Main features 

Xu & Jang (2001) identified the following main features of MCDM models: 
● Multiple criteria often form a hierarchy amongst themselves: 

Many alternatives consist of a large number of attributes (or criteria) to be evaluated              
on. As such, there often exists a hierarchy within the attributes themselves in terms of               
the order of importance 

● Conflict among criteria: 
Criteria are often conflicting. Increasing one aspect will likely incur having to            
decrease another 

● Hybrid nature: 
Attributes may have; incommensurable units (measured in different units of          
measurement), a mixture of qualitative and quantitative measurement, and a mixture           
of deterministic and probabilistic measurement 

● Uncertainty: 
Uncertainty may arise due to lack of certainty within subjective judgements, or lack of              
data 

● Large scale: 
Many MCDM problems consist of a large number of criteria (<100) 

● Possibility of inconclusive assessment: 
The final assessment may not be conclusive given conflict among criteria, lack of             
data, or lack of subjective judgement 
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Types of MCDM methods 

As earlier mentioned, there are two main types of MCDM methods, which are dependent on               
the weighting method; compensatory and out-rankable. The compensatory method  
is a rational decision making method, where one positive attribute may compensate for             
another negative one (Majumder, 2015). The compensatory method utilises a systematic           
decision making procedure. The aim of the compensatory method is to take into account the               
tradeoffs that can occur where a decline in one criterion is compensated by an enhancement               
in one or more other criteria. The out-rankable method establishes a hierarchy amongst             
options in which an option is said to out-rank another if it performs better than the other on                  
enough criteria of significant importance, which is reflected by the sum of the criteria              
weights, and does not perform worse than the other option as in scoring a significantly               
secondary performance on any other criterion. All options are then assessed against the full              
set of options in terms of out-ranking performance, which is measured against predetermined             
thresholds.  

AHP 

The Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) is an MCDM approach introduced by Saaty (1980). It              
is based on the arrangement of influencing factors on a decision in a hierarchic structure.               
Measurements are conducted utilising pairwise comparisons of criteria, and as such, it is             
reliant upon the judgement of experts to develop orders of priority (Saaty, 2008). The              
pairwise comparisons are constructed to show to what extent one criteria is prioritised over              
another in judgement (with respect to a given dimension). Saaty (2008) argues that the scales               
of priority derived measure intangibles in relative terms. The AHP, in its general form, is a                
nonlinear process making use of both inductive and deductive reasoning without the use of              
syllogism (Saaty & Vargas, 2006). This is achieved by weighing several criteria            
simultaneously while allowing for feedback and dependence.  
 
The AHP process consists of four main points (Saaty, 2008): 

● Defining the problem, determining the kind of knowledge sought 
● Structuring the decision making hierarchy, with the criteria ranging from broader to            

more concrete levels 
● Constructing pairwise comparison matrices 
● Utilising the priorities obtained from the pairwise comparison to establish weights for            

the priorities 
 
For the pairwise comparisons, Saaty (2008) suggests a scale of odd numbers ranging from              
1-9, where 1 entails equal importance of two criteria, and 9 entails extreme importance to one                
criterion relative another. To calculate the weights, a pairwise comparison matrix is            
developed for all criteria within one level of the hierarchy. Pairwise comparisons are             
conducted, and the resulting matrix is normalised. The values are averaged to obtain the              
corresponding rating. 
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Further, the AHP incorporates a technique for measuring the consistency of the subjective             
judgements. A consistency index (CI) is utilised as a degree of consistency: 

I  , where λ is the largest eigenvalue and n is the size of  the comparison matrixC =  
n−1

λ −nmax  
max  

 
The consistency ratio (CR) is given by: 

R I/RI , where RI  is a random indexC = C   
 
The RI is the CI of a randomly-generated pairwise comparison matrix. Saaty (2008) suggests              
a CR < 0.1 to be acceptable. 

Fuzzy MCDM 

Historically, uncertainty in terms of lack of information within decision making systems has             
been addressed by the probability theory or statistics (Mardani et al. 2015). However, given              
the use of natural language to articulate thinking and express subjective reasoning, fuzzy             
theory models have been introduced to help express linguistic variables properly. Fuzzy sets             
prove useful to decision making theory since both qualitative and quantitative information            
can be included in an efficient and precise manner. A graphical representation of Fuzzy              
MCDM is shown in figure 9.   
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Figure 9 - Multi criteria decision process (Mardani et al. 2015) 
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3.9 Research Model 
As earlier research suggests, PE is becoming increasingly popular, with the European PE             
market reaching a post-crisis high on a value and volume basis in 2018 (PWC, 2019b).               
However, as shown, the field is relatively unexplored with regards to investment criteria. VC              
is closely related and share many of the same characteristics as PE, e.g. structure and               
organisation, terminology and generating returns, and is a more mature research area with             
regards to investment criteria. The key differences between VC and PE, as highlighted in              
chapter 3.2, are; maturity of targeted companies, investment size and share, handling of risk              
and returns, post-investment behaviours, professionals employed and financing utilised. 
 
As such, it is reasonable to assume the following framework as the research model, drawing               
on Tyebjee & Bruno (1984) with a number of modifications to better reflect the PE market                
and its type of investors.  
 

 
Figure 10 - Research model and constructs 

 
The modifications made are the following; 

● A financial dimension has been added, given PE’s interest in mature, performing            
companies, encompassing what is deemed to be appropriate criteria for evaluating the            
financial performance of a company. 

● The market dimension has been extended with a number of criteria to account for              
PE’s aim of adding value to create returns for exit 

● The commercial dimension blends Tyebjee & Bruno’s (1984) “Resistance to          
Environmental Threats” and “Product Differentiation” dimensions but aims to depict          
a company’s offering in a similar manner. 

● The ownership dimension replaces Tyebjee & Bruno’s (1984) “Managerial         
Capabilities” dimension with the intent of placing less emphasis on individuals and            
put more focus towards structural capabilities. 
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As such, the intention is to utilise earlier research on venture capital and extend this to PE.  
 
The criteria suggested are subject to change, as empirical data from interviews may propose              3

other alternatives. The weights given to each construct will add up to a score for the                
dimension, and in turn, contribute to the total score of the evaluated company. Weights are               
derived from the pairwise comparison.  
 
The weighting method applied (AHP) is compensatory, entailing that a decline in one             
criterion (e.g. EBIT-margin) can be offset by an enhancement in another (e.g. uniqueness of              
offering). The literature study suggests that this type of method is well researched and              
accepted by market practitioners.  
 
Leveraging theory on MCDM for this thesis’ model, dictates that criteria used as input should               
be measurable, independent of each other, coherent with the decision and not unrelated with              
the alternatives, which in turn stresses that the criteria are compatible in this regard to an as                 
large extent as possible. 
 
Fuzzy set theory is utilised for the assessment of criteria lying in the realm between inclusion                
and exclusion, as illustrated in figure 11. This further aids the MCDM process as criteria               
lying within the twilight zone of exclusion and inclusion will be weighted according to its               
membership degree with both. Further, fuzzy set theory is incorporated to account for the              
need to interpret the linguistic data of certain criteria. It is reasonable to believe that data                
relating to perceived strength or weakness within a certain criteria will be qualitative and on               
linguistic form, rather than quantitative and on numerical form. Finally, it is believed that the               
subjective assessment associated with evaluation of potential targets will be adequately           
handled by utilising fuzzy set theory. Fuzzy set theory will allow for a criterion to be                
included to a certain degree, representing the idea that a potential target may be included               
despite not fulfilling a required criterion to 100%. 
 

3 The suggested criteria presented in the research model are hence called constructs. Once validated, the                
constructs will be called criteria and the research model will be referred to as a framework 
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Figure 11 - Fuzzy Evaluation 

 

3.10 Research Aim 
The aim of this thesis is to extend the research model, based upon Tyebjee & Bruno, to                 
encompass a PE decision making model. The intention is to utilise interviews as empirical              
data, which will act as input into the extension of the model (with the aim to confirm or deny                   
the hypothesis). This will be done in three regards; suggestions of what criteria should be               
included and/or excluded, what the weighting of the criteria might look like, and whether              
there is reason to believe that inconsistency of interpreting and executing established            
investment criteria exists. Calculation of grade based on investment criteria and suggested            
weights will be presented. 
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4 Results 

4.1 Qualitative Results 

4.2.1 Framework Investment Criteria 
The results of the first part of the interviews are presented in table 4-8 by the level of                  
convergence in each construct, presented by dimension. Essentially this shows the extent of             
agreement in which the interview subjects are around the research model constructs, as well              
as the additional criteria each interviewee added. All respondents stated that the research             
model was representative of their evaluation of potential targets. Only one stated that an              
articulated framework was used at all. The respondents’ (R1-R10) characteristics can be            
found in  chapter 2, table 2. 
 
The results were obtained through semi-structured interviews. The interviewee modified the           
research model by adding their own criteria or removing constructs so as the final result               
represented their decision making in early stage evaluation. The constructs in italic are the              
ones added by interviewees during validation of the model. For the constructs converging             4

above 85% the researchers consider these as validated. The constructs diverging to a large              5

extent (convergence below 85%) are deemed to be specific to the individual respondent or to               
the firm’s investment strategy.  

  

4 Converging meaning the sample agreeing 
5 Diverging meaning the sample disagreeing 
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4.1.2 Financial 
 Convergence Internal External 

Financial    

Revenue 90% 86% 100% 

EBIT-margin 90% 86% 100% 

Revenue trend 90% 86% 100% 

EBIT-margin trend 100% 100% 100% 

Tangible fixed assets 70% 86% 33% 

Long term debt 70% 86% 33% 

Net working capital 70% 57% 100% 

Gross-margin trend 10% 14% 0% 

EBIT 30% 29% 33% 

Industry standard margin 10% 14% 0% 

CAPEX requirement 20% 0% 67% 

Cash flow generation 10% 0% 33% 

No. of employees 10% 14% 0% 

Debt capacity 10% 0% 33% 

ROI 10% 14% 0% 

Table 4 - Financial dimension interview results 

4.1.3 Market 
 Convergence Internal External 

Market    

Total addressable market (TAM) 80% 86% 67% 

TAM trend 90% 86% 100% 

Cyclicality 100% 100% 100% 

Barriers to entry 90% 86% 100% 

Competitive landscape 90% 86% 100% 

Defined market niche 20% 0% 67% 

Risk of disruption 20% 14% 33% 

Political risk 10% 0% 33% 

Table 5 - Market dimension interview results 
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4.1.4 Commercial 
 Convergence Internal External 

Commercial    

Customer type 80% 86% 67% 

Offering type 90% 100% 67% 

Geographical focus 100% 100% 100% 

Uniqueness of offering 90% 86% 100% 

Business model 100% 100% 100% 

Own production 10% 14% 0% 

Customer concentration 50% 29% 100% 

Added value concept 10% 0% 33% 

Competitive edge 10% 0% 33% 

Value chain position 10% 14% 0% 

Market penetration 10% 0% 33% 

EGS considerations 10% 0% 33% 

Relative market position 10% 0% 33% 

Commoditisation risk 10% 0% 33% 

Supplier concentration 10% 14% 0% 

Table 6 - Commercial dimension interview results 

4.1.5 Ownership 

 Convergence Internal External 

Ownership    

Privately held 80% 100% 33% 

Financial owner size 50% 71% 0% 

Owner age 60% 71% 33% 

Financial owner no. of subsidiaries 40% 57% 0% 

No. of owners 10% 14% 0% 

Owned by staff 10% 14% 0% 

Institutional owner 10% 14% 0% 

Ability to unlock deal 10% 0% 33% 

Table 7 - Ownership dimension interview results 

4.1.6 Additional Dimension 

 Convergence Internal External 

Management capabilities 30% 0% 100% 

Table 8 - Additional dimension interview results 

4.1.7 Interview findings 
The results of the second part of the semi-structured interviews are presented in table 9. The                
table is structured by the themes identified in the interviews, as well as by the general topic                 
contributing to answering the research question. The themes have been identified through            
analysis of the interview notes as well as from the interview protocol.   
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 R1 R2 R3 

Financial 

The most important 
criterion 

EBIT since it is what 
contributes to the value 
of the portfolio 

EBIT or EBIT-margin 
trend, in relation to what 
the company offers 

- 

Market 

The most important 
criterion 

TAM trend because no 
matter how well a 
company is run, a 
declining market will 
result in declining results 

TAM trend since there 
must be room for the 
company to grow and 
take market shares in 

- 

Commercial 

The most important 
criterion 

Business model needs to 
be solid, this is the 
foundation for how you 
make money 

Uniqueness of offering 
since this entails both 
barriers to entry and 
profits in most cases 

- 

Ownership 

The most important 
criterion 

Privately held, less 
hassle and cheaper to 
buy directly from 
entrepreneur 

Ownership dimension is 
not really criteria, more 
of set to sort from. 
Privately held 

- 

Genericness of 

evaluation early stage 
A subset of criteria is 
used for early evaluation 

 
Agrees. 

 
Yes, mainly due to 
limited access to 
information to accurately 
assess more criteria  

 
No, this set of criteria 
holds throughout the 
process 

Generalisability for PE 
Decision making in PE 
is represented by this 
framework 

 
Yes, but ownership and 
the criterion “Privately 
held” is not important in 
PE in general 

 
Yes, but ownership is 
not a criterion, but a 
variable to sort potential 
targets on 

 
- 
 
 

Fuzziness in decisions 
Firms sometimes acquire 
companies that don’t fit 
the criteria 
 
 
Deviation in evaluation 
occur within the team 

 
Agrees. 
 
 
 
 
Agrees.  

 
Agrees. 
 
 
 
 
Agrees.  

 
Yes, but Privately held is 
very important, we’ve 
only made deals with 
entrepreneurs 
 
Yes, it can be quite 
damaging to be too strict 
in early evaluation 

Applicability 
The modified framework 
accurately represents 
how you make decisions 
in early stage 
 
The use of a framework 
would have a positive 
impact 

 
Yes. (2 constructs added, 
3 criteria removed) 
 
 
 
Agrees. 

 
Yes. (1 construct added, 
2 removed) 
 
 
 
Agrees. 

 
Yes. (2 constructs 
added) 
 
 
 
 
Agrees.  

 

Table 9 - Results of semi-structured interviews 
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R4 R5 R6 R7 

EBIT-margin since 
profitability is a sign of a 
sound business 

EBIT-margin, as it is the 
only criterion which 
enables a standalone 
assessment 

EBIT-margin, acquired 
companies need to 
contribute to overall 
profitability growth 

EBIT-margin trend, your 
operational profit needs 
to grow in order for you 
to extract value at exit 

Cyclicality, given 
apprehension to risk 
associated with 
economic downturns 

Cyclicality, as it 
influences barriers to 
entry and competitive 
landscape 

Defined market niche 
(added criterion). The 
company needs to 
understand their position 

TAM-trend or TAM, in 
order to extract value at 
exit the company needs 
room to grow 

Not certain, but business 
model is important. 
Relates to potential of 
recurring revenue 

Uniqueness of offering, 
as it enables a strong 
performance despite 
possible flaws 

Uniqueness of offering, 
creates defendable niche 

Uniqueness of offering, 
significantly contributes 
to positive earnings 
development 

Privately held, given 
dependence on 
entrepreneur to continue 
growth post acquisition 

Number of owners 
(added criterion). Both 
transaction and operation 
are complicated by a 
large number of owners 

Privately held, as our 
decentralised model 
requires strong 
entrepreneurial skills and 
leadership 

This is not a particularly 
important dimension 
(Ownership), for PE 
Management 
Capabilities is very 
important 

 
 
Agrees to some extent. 
Notes that the set of 
criteria expands as 
transaction process 
proceeds 

 
 
Yes, a substantial 
analysis in early stage 
would be too work 
intensive 
 

 
 
Yes, project specific 
risks are identified at an 
early stage, which allows 
for expansion of criteria 
later on 

 
 
No, the set can be the 
same throughout, mainly 
you just get better 
assessment in each due 
to increasing information 

 
Yes, but the ownership 
dimension is not 
important for PE in 
general 

 
- 
 
 

 
Yes, but management 
capabilities are perhaps 
more important than 
ownership 

 
Yes, but remove the 
dimension of ownership, 
add management (might 
be hard to assess early) 

 
Agrees. 
 
 
Agrees. 

 
Agrees. 
 
 
Agrees. 

 
Agrees. 
 
 
Agrees. 

 
Agrees.  
 
Agrees, positive to have 
complementary views 

Yes. (8 constructs added, 
2 removed) 
 
 
 
Agrees. 
 

Yes. (1 construct added, 
3 removed) 
 
 
 
Agrees. 
 

Yes. (4 constructs added, 
4 removed).  
 
 
 
- 

Yes. (7 constructs added, 
6 removed)  
 
 
 
- 
 

 

Table 9 - Results of semi-structured interviews (cont. 1) 
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R8 R9 R10 

All are important, NWC and TFA 
are less important 

Revenue, as long as the 
EBIT-margin is acceptable 

- 

TAM trend  Cyclicality - 

Uniqueness of offering since it 
can tell you something about other 
criteria 

Uniqueness of offering - 

Privately held, but this is due to 
our strategy 

Ability to unlock deal, since time 
is crucial and we need to focus on 
the targets where a deal is feasible 

- 

 
It depends, some of the financial 
criteria can indicate performance 
in other criteria 

 
Agrees.  

 
- 

 
For our size of PE investments, 
ownership is more important than 
for bigger investments, if 
ownership dimension is removed 
it is representative 

 
The ownership type is not 
relevant, acquisitions are made 
from all types of owners. What 
does matter is how likely and easy 
it is to close a deal 

 
- 

 
Yes, but not on the basis of e.g 
long term profitability potential, 
but on the actual current numbers 
 
 
 
Yes, it is positive to some extent 
that different views factor into 
evaluation creating a discussion 

 
Agrees.  
 
 
 
 
 
Yes, but very small. This is most 
likely due to the homogeneity of 
the team which is not especially 
positive in itself 

 
- 
 
 
 
 
 
- 

 
Yes. (2 criteria added) 
 
 
 
- 

 
Yes. (14 constructs added, 5 
removed) 
 
 
Yes, a framework is already in 
place, both for general purposes 
and industry specific ones 

 
Yes. (3 constructs added, 2 
removed) 
 
 
- 

 

Table 9 - Results of semi-structured interviews (cont. 2)  
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4.2 Quantitative Results 
 
The results of the pairwise comparison are presented in figures 12-16, categorised by             
dimension of the research model. R1-R10 refers to each respondent presented in chapter 2              
table 2. Each respondents’ preference for each construct within the dimension is presented,             
and an aggregated result is presented under the heading Normalised GM (Normalised            
Geometric Mean). Standard Deviation refers to the standard deviation of the respondents’            
preference with regards to a specific construct. Further, the consistency ratio of each             
respondent is presented. Finally, the average consistency ratio and standard deviation are            
presented for each dimension.  

4.2.1 Financial 

 
Figure 12 - Results of the pairwise comparison for the financial dimension 

4.2.2 Market 

 
Figure 13 - Results of the pairwise comparison for the market dimension 

4.2.3 Commercial 

 
Figure 14 - Results of the pairwise comparison for the commercial dimension 
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4.2.4 Ownership 

 
Figure 15 - Results of the pairwise comparison for the ownership dimension 

4.2.5 Dimensions 
 

 
Figure 16 - Results of the pairwise comparison for the overall dimensions 
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5 Analysis 

5.1 Validation of the Research Model 
The interviewed PE professionals were in general in agreement with the research model’s             
original constructs. The major deviation from the research model was the ownership            
dimension, which the external PE professionals interviewed did not consider as criteria.            
Many stated the dimension is strategy or size specific to a PE firm. Smaller firms generally                
target entrepreneurially owned companies, whereas larger PE firms, usually with extensive           
amounts of capital to deploy, would struggle to find a company today with the right size                
which is not owned either by another PE firm or publicly traded. This could be explained by                 
EVCA’s (2019) definition of the cycle of PE where different PE actors essentially acquire              
companies from each other in order to reach the next stage of maturity. Thus, the importance                
of the ownership would reduce with increasing size of the PE acquirer.  
 
Some external interviewees added a dimension of management criteria, but there is difficulty             
in assessing this without reducing information asymmetry significantly, thus entering later           
stages of the transaction process. Therefore, the management dimension is part of a set of               
criteria applied outside the delimitations of this thesis. Similarly, some of the criteria added              
by interviewees to the framework were deemed by the researchers to lie outside of the scope                
of the thesis due to the fact that these would be hard to assess under heavy information                 
asymmetry. From the PE investment process established by Svedman & Ljungberg (2017),            
reducing the asymmetry would entail moving further into the investment process, thus lying             
outside of the scope of this thesis. The criteria which is excluded due to delimitations are: 

● Defined market niche 
● Customer concentration 
● Supplier concentration 

 
None of the added criteria converged, thus, the main contribution of the interviews was              
exclusion of constructs. It is clear from the result of the validation of constructs that the                
respondents were more inclined to converge around the research model constructs, and were             
heterogeneous in their addition of criteria.  

5.1.1 Financial  

Dimension validity 

There was total agreement among the group that a financial dimension is used in decision               
making. Many of the respondents discussed the importance of the financial criteria in relation              
to other dimensions’ criteria, specifically that some of these are often related. R2 discussed              
this in detail, taking the example of the high likeliness of correlation between high              
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EBIT-margin and strong barriers to entry. Another interviewee (R8) contested the statement            
by pointing to an example of a very profitable company with low barriers to entry which was                 
only profitable due to the overall market success. When the market declined, the company              
essentially lost all profit. This suggests that there is a strong correlation between the financial               
dimension and criteria within both market and commercial dimensions, but it is not strong              
enough to confidently asses targets with financial criteria only. The notion of            
cross-dimensional correlation of criteria was supported by the majority of respondents.           
Consequently, this was considered to be the most important dimension, gaining 36% of the              
total weight from interviewees, presented in the Quantitative results chapter. 

Convergence 

The majority of financial constructs established in the research model converged among            
interviewees. 70% of respondents added one or more criteria to the dimension in order to               
make it representative of their decision making in early evaluation of potential targets with              
regards to financials. None of the added criteria converged significantly in the whole sample.              
However, CAPEX requirement did converge significantly (67%) for the criteria added in            
external interviews. Deeper discussion of the criterion showed the external interviewees           
favoured the CAPEX requirement criterion over tangible fixed assets.  
 
The importance placed on the financial dimension is not unexpected given the emphasis             
Broere (2015) places on the financial return in his study of PE decision making, holding the                
IRR as the most important success measure for an acquisition. Although the underlying             
drivers of pure financial drivers may well be in the other dimensions established, the PE               
professionals fundamental aim is to increase value (EVCA, 2019), which is generated by             
growing profits. 

Divergence 

For the framework’s original constructs, the balance sheet specific ones (tangible fixed assets             
and long term debt) in the financial dimension diverged significantly. Net working capital             
which is cash flow statement specific only converged to 57% internally, but to 100% among               
the PE professionals outside of the thesis partner organisation. The external interviewees            
were inclined to reformulate balance sheet specific constructs to connected cash flow            
statement ones, such as CAPEX instead of tangible fixed assets or debt capacity instead of               
long term debt. 
 
Some of the respondents thought it more appropriate to evaluate EBIT than revenue, which              
was not in the research model’s original constructs, making this the added criterion             
converging the most, but only by 30%.  
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5.1.2 Market 

Dimension validity 

The market dimension is the most complete one with regards to the original constructs, as               
only three criteria were added to this dimension. However, in this dimension R4 only              
confirmed one single original construct, with the motivation that criteria in another            
dimension, mostly in the commercial dimension, is sufficient for the assessment of the             
acquisition opportunity.  
 
R4 is considered an outlier in the contrast to the whole group of respondents, removing the                
largest number of constructs. This could be due to seniority and experience of the respondent,               
being confident in the assessment to such an extent that very few criteria was deemed needed                
to make sound decisions. However, several other respondents in similar positions thought it             
correct to keep many of the original constructs established in the research model. Another              
possible explanation for the skewed result of R4’s modified research model is R4’s             
experience in VC, which possibly influenced the result. 

Convergence 

The respondents were largely in agreement around the constructs in the market dimension. As              
aforementioned, the result of R4’s modified framework is the main reason why the             
convergence is not 100% for the original constructs.  

Divergence 

Out of the original research model’s constructs, TAM converged the least. The respondents             
choosing to exclude this construct pointed to strategic-specific opportunism which meant that            
a market did not need be neither large or small. One example provided by R6 was that if the                   
potential target was profitable and had a unique offering TAM was essentially irrelevant.  
 
Although below the researchers’ validation convergence, the general view of the TAM            
construct in relation to PE was that it could be important to assess. R10 expressed this in                 
combination with TAM-trend to be the most important constructs in the market dimension for              
PE in general, given that the underlying trend of the market is important for exit-driven firms                
in the endeavour to extract value at exit. This is in line with the description of the PE firm’s                   
main goal of reaching high IRR (Broere, 2015). 

5.1.3 Commercial 

Dimension validity 

The commercial dimension largely converged among respondents. The original constructs          
converged above 85%, except for one, customer type. In this dimension 10 criteria were              
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added, making this dimension the second most modified by respondents after financial. This             
seemed to be the most difficult dimension to assess. Many criteria added were either outside               
the delimitations of the investment process stage studied in this thesis, or semantically close              
to an original construct, like competitive edge and uniqueness of offering.  
 
A possible explanation for the variations of adding criteria similar to the original ones and the                
overall large modification of this dimension is the need for a qualitative rather than              
quantitative assessment.  

Convergence 

Respondents were largely in agreement around the original constructs, although many           
pointed out the interrelatedness of this dimension and the market dimension. Coming back to              
the outlier R4, many of the original constructs were excluded due to them being explained by                
values in other constructs within the dimension. 

Divergence 

As opposed to the general attitude of R4 of narrowing the set of criteria down, both R7 and                  
R8 thought the construct customer type could be expanded on, adding the criteria customer              
concentration, since this poses a risk when deemed too high. This is a sound argument and an                 
important criterion, but hard to estimate in early stages of evaluation. Further discussion             
around this showed that to assess this, a reduction in information asymmetry is needed, since               
this is usually not readily available to the public through website or financial accounts.              
Rather, a light financial or commercial DD is needed to unveil such information. The              
delimitation of the criterion is supported by the process described in relation to information              
asymmetry by Ljungberg & Svedman (2017) in their study of PE investing. Similar views              
were presented by respondent R8 adding competitive edge to the dimension to fully assess              
the strength of the position on the market, deeming uniqueness of offering limited in this               
endeavour. 

5.1.4 Ownership 

Dimension validity 

This dimension was the most divergent one. It seems the researchers over-estimating the             
importance of ownership as being a guiding factor in acquisitions was relevant only to a               
certain size segment of investors, and not to PE in general. This dimension can therefore be                
considered invalid for a framework representing early evaluation of potential targets in PE.  

Convergence 

Internal interviews converged around the construct privately held only. R7 suggested this was             
due to the firm being active in a small segment of the PE market where investments are made                  
into proportionally small companies. The external respondent R5 corroborated that statement,           
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pointing out that this is a way to avoid bidding wars with other investment firms, and                
obtaining lower multiple valuations since the entrepreneur’s main goal is seldom maximising            
the consideration. 

Divergence 

In general all the criteria except privately held diverged due to strategy specific reasons. As               
aforementioned, it is part of the strategy for small PE firms to acquire privately held               
companies, therefore the constructs surrounding the characteristics of a financial owner           
diverged to a large extent.  
 
Some respondents chose to extend the privately held construct to e.g number of owners to               
make a more complete assessment of the feasibility of a transaction, suggesting a large              
number of owners is more difficult to negotiate a deal with compared to one single owner or                 
very few. Another interviewee chose to add a criterion for this specific purpose (Ability to               
unlock deal), although assessment in this regard would involve assessment of multiple            
underlying parameter, possibly making this too broad of a criteria. 

5.1.5 Added Dimension: Management & Organisation 
All of the external interviewees pointed out the importance in their firm and in PE in general                 
of the management and organisation of the target to be evaluated. The respondent belonging              
to a smaller firm described the culture and organisation as important for the future success of                
the acquisition. The respondent R8 answering for a large firm noted the importance of a               
capable and experienced management team, for the value added action a PE firm generally              
strives for in order to extract value at exit.  
 
Much like the case of customer concentration in the commercial dimension, information of             
both management capability and organisation is hard to obtain without performing some sort             
of due diligence. Respondent R8 pointed out that it would simply be a matter of calling some                 
references based on information found on professional networking sites, and although a            
minor effort, this is a reductionary action with regards to information asymmetry and as such               
deemed to be outside the delimitations of this thesis.  
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5.1.6 Validated criteria 
Figure 17 shows the compiled result of all interviewees’ modified research model, and the              
analysis presented in chapter 5.1.  

 
Figure 17 - Verified set of criteria 

5.2 Quantitative analysis 
This section will discuss the results of the pairwise comparison, its relation to the qualitative               
results, as well as its implications and relation to earlier research and theory. The weights               
presented indicate the relative importance of the constructs within each dimension.  

5.2.1 Financial 
The financial dimension had an average consistency ratio of 0,21, with no respondents below              
the suggested threshold of 0,10 (Saaty, 2008). However, this dimension had the lowest             
standard deviation of all, (5,70%). This suggests that while a majority of respondents were              
inconclusive in their answers, a relatively comprehensive view on financial construct           
assessment exists. EBIT-margin and EBIT-margin trend were deemed the two most important            
constructs, followed by revenue trend. This result supports the findings from the interviews,             
where a majority of the respondents deemed EBIT-margin to be the most important, stating              
that it is one of, if not the only, criterion which allows a standalone evaluation of a company.                  
As such, EBIT-margin was used to assess not only the financial performance, but the              
underlying drivers such as value offering and market position. 
 
These findings suggest that future profitability, indicated by EBIT-margin, is one of the most              
important financial criteria for PE buyers. This is supported by the very nature of PE, where                
the aim is to add a substantial amount of value to a company for it to transition to the next                    
stage of maturity (EVCA, 2019).  
 
The three constructs deemed least important for an early evaluation were TFA (tangible fixed              
assets), LTD (long term debt) and NWC (net working capital). These three are balance sheet               
items, more connected to the operation of a company post-transaction rather than            
performance towards the market, suggesting that these constructs are believed to be subject to              
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change upon the transferral of ownership. Martos-Vila et al (2013) note that strategic buyers              
are often capable of paying a higher multiple for a target than a financial buyer, which could                 
suggest that a knowledge of the industry-specific operations, coupled with a knowledge of             
best-practice capital structure and financing of operations, allows for a restructuring           
post-transaction. This would support the idea that balance sheet items are considered            
peripheral in an early evaluation for PE as well, as these structures may change upon               
completion of the transaction.  
 
Figure 18 presents the suggested weights of the constructs for the financial dimension, as              
derived by the pairwise comparison.  

 
Figure 18 - Graphic representation of suggested weights for the financial dimension 

5.2.3 Market 
The market dimension had an average consistency ratio of 0,17, with three respondents below              
the threshold of 0,10. One respondent (R3) had a consistency ratio of 0,49, which was the                
single highest across the pairwise comparison. Worth noting is that a number of the              
respondents deemed total addressable market trend (TAM trend) to be the most important             
criterion during the interviews, contrary to the pairwise comparison, which assessed TAM            
trend to be the second least important. With barriers to entry and cyclicality being the two                
most important constructs, this suggests that a small market might not be an issue, as long as                 
the market possesses characteristics that enables defending the position within that market.            
This is further supported by theory, as PE aims to buy cheap and pick winners early (Koller et                  
al., 2005), which might be easier in a smaller market.  
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The average standard deviation was 10,00%, with cyclicality (15,43%) and barriers to entry             
(14,49%) carrying the largest deviations within the dimension.  
 
Figure 19 presents the suggested weights of the constructs for the market dimension, as              
derived by the pairwise comparison.  

 
Figure 19 - Graphic representation of suggested weights for the market dimension 

5.2.2 Commercial 
The commercial dimension had an average consistency ratio of 0,17. Two respondents had             
consistency ratios below 0,10, and two had consistency ratios of 0,30 or above. A noticeable               
part of the result is that one respondent (R6) deemed geographical focus to carry 56,69% of                
the total relative importance, while eight out of nine others ranged between 2,63% - 7,00%.               
This suggests that some actors within PE may use this construct as a non-compensatory              
cut-off. The average standard deviation was 11,83%, which was the second highest of all              
dimensions, suggesting that assessment of a company’s commercial capabilities might be           
industry specific, and as such differ amongst buyers within the market. Other possible             
explanations are that information asymmetry affects the assessment, which would entail           
emphasising the importance of the information that can either be found or missing, or that the                
market and commercial dimension are closely linked and as such influence the evaluation of              
the other, as suggested by some respondents. Thus, the commercial dimension might carry             
greater overall weight as the transaction process progresses, and the importance of its             
constructs might change as more information is made available (Ljungberg & Svedman,            
2017). 
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Uniqueness of offering and business model were deemed to be most important, while             
geographical focus was deemed least important. As with the financial dimension, results from             
the interviews suggest that business model and uniqueness of offering can serve as evaluation              
of other aspects of a company’s performance, as they were believed to entail further              
information.  
 
Figure 20 presents the suggested weights of the constructs for the commercial dimension, as              
derived by the pairwise comparison.  

 
Figure 20 - Graphic representation of suggested weights for the commercial dimension 

5.2.4 Ownership 
The ownership dimension had an average consistency ratio of 0,10, with five respondents             
below the threshold of 0,10. This was the lowest average consistency ratio of all four               
dimensions, excluding the assessment of the overall dimensions. Worth noting is that two             
respondents (R7 and R9), assessed all constructs within the dimension to be of equal              
importance, while stating in the interview that ownership dimension is not important for PE              
buyers. The average standard deviation was 13,62%.  
 
Privately held was deemed to be the most important constructs, carrying the largest             
importance of all constructs assessed (49%). This is further supported by the interviews, as a               
number of respondents expressed the view that working alongside the entrepreneur           
post-acquisition is a requisite to enable further growth and development of the company.             
Drawing on earlier research, this idea is supported by the fact that buying from entrepreneurs               
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rather than other PE players might entail a lower price, which directly correlates to the               
possibility of a higher return upon exit (Koller et al, 2005).  
 
Financial number of subsidiaries were deemed the least important constructs. This suggests            
that PE buyers, in the instance of buying from other financial owners, do not consider the size                 
of the seller’s operations an issue.  
 
Figure 21 presents the suggested weights of the constructs for the ownership dimension, as              
derived by the pairwise comparison.  

 
Figure 21 - Graphic representation of suggested weights for the ownership dimension 

5.2.5 Dimensions 
The assessment of all dimensions had an average consistency ratio of 0,09, with five              
respondents below the threshold. The average standard deviation was 12,24%. This was the             
lowest average consistency ratio measured in the pairwise comparison, and the only one with              
an acceptable level with regards to Saaty’s (2008) suggested threshold of 0,10. This suggests              
that the comprehensive view on the proposed dimensions is sound, but that the criteria within               
each dimension might be subject to change given each buyer utilising the model. One              
possible explanation is that criteria might be strategy specific to each buyer, as an attempt to                
differentiate against competitors in a crowded market or diversify risk, while the overarching             
dimensions, barring ownership, are unanimous for assessing transaction targets. One          
respondent (R9) noted that industry specific investment criteria exist, as a way to cope with               
different market strategies. This is supported by Koller et al.’s (2005) notion that M&A              
strategy often includes buying cheap, picking winners early and improving competitive           
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behaviour and overall performance. It is reasonable to assume that utilising different criteria             
might be an attempt to differentiate from other buyers, in an effort to find the best target                 
companies. 
 
A noticeable part of the result was that one respondent (R3) deemed ownership to carry               
40,10% of the total relative importance, while all other respondents ranged between 3,54% -              
9,79%. This suggests that the total view on ownership as a dimension is deemed unimportant               
for early assessment, which is further supported by the qualitative findings. Earlier research             
supports this, as earlier studies tend to disregard ownership as a key take-away within              
acquisition strategy (Implement Consulting Group, 2019, Koller et al., 2005). Within           
acquisitions, it seems that ownership does not constitute a non-compensatory cut-off           
(Majumder, 2015). While this research suggests that some respondents considered it           
important, this may in fact be firm specific, directly related to strategy.  
 
Overall, the financial and commercial dimensions were deemed the most important, with            
36% and 32% respectively. As noted by Koller et al (2005), M&A strategy is heavily focused                
on finding attractive targets that will be able to improve post-transaction. The quantitative             
results support this, as financial and commercial dimensions are direct assessments of a             
company’s performance and potential of further improvement. To summarise, earlier research           
and this study suggest that a successful strategy is not dependent on identifying the most               
attractive market, but rather the most attractive target company within a large quantity of              
potential markets.  

 
Figure 22 - Graphic representation of suggested weights for the overall dimensions 
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5.3 Validated and refined framework 
Summarising the results of the pairwise questionnaire results in the below model (figure 23).              
The respective weights of each constructs will determine its contribution to a partial grade.              
The weights of the overall dimensions will then add up to a total grade for an evaluated target                  
company. 

 
Figure 23 - Result of quantitative study 

 
However, drawing on the results, it is apparent that early evaluation of potential acquisition              
targets is not a binary matter. A majority of the respondents emphasise that there is a                
deviation in decision making, both in terms of going outside investment criteria when making              
transactions, as well as investment teams identifying different targets when executing on the             
same investment criteria. Further, the consistency ratios of the pairwise comparison,           
exceeding the value of 0,10 suggested by Saaty (2008) in four out of five instances, supports                
the notion of allowing for a certain degree of uncertainty to be incorporated in the model.  
 
As such, the proposed refined research model will utilise fuzzy set theory to handle this               
ambiguity, allowing for criteria to be included to a certain degree.  
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Figure 24 - Fuzzy evaluation of criteria 

 
Criteria within the model is measured on both numerical and linguistic form. The suggested              
membership function (inclusion degree in figure 24) for criteria with numerical values is: 

nclusion degree(B−A)
(X−A) = I  

 
For example, for a PE buyer with an EBIT-margin cut-off ranging from 7-15%, with all 
values below 7% considered an automatic exclusion and all values above 15% considered an 
automatic inclusion, a target company with an EBIT-margin of 12% would be included 
accordingly: 

, 25(15−7)
(12−7) = 0 6  

 
As such, an EBIT-margin of 12% is considered to be included to 62,5%. 
For criteria with linguistic values, such as Business model, the suggested solution is to use a 
numerical scale of 1-10, ranging from very weak to very strong. Hence, the suggested 
membership function (inclusion degree) for criteria with linguistic values is: 
 

nclusion degree,(x−1)
(10−1) = I  

here if  x , Inclusion degreew = 1  = 0  
 
Hence, the exclusion degree is given by: 
 

nclusion degree xclusion degree1 − I = E  
 
The most apparent modification of the refined research model with regards to the initial 
research model is the exclusion of ownership as a dimension. The quantitative results support 
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the qualitative results, suggesting that ownership is not included in the early evaluation of 
potential acquisition targets. Thus, the proposed refined research model will not include 
ownership as a dimension. Further, the cut-off has been made that divergent constructs are 
not included in the refined research model. A number of respondents suggested including 
management capabilities as a dimension. However, its reasonable to assume that such 
information will be readily available upon meeting with management, and as such, its outside 
the delimitations of this thesis. As such, only criteria with a convergence rate of 85% or 
higher is included. These criteria have increased accordingly in importance with regards to 
the excluded criteria in each dimension. Presented in figure 25 is the framework formulated 
by empirically testing the research model of this thesis. 
 

 
Figure 25 - Refined research model 

 

Calculation of a grade for a potential acquisition target is computed as follows, where IR = 
Inclusion rate: 
 

inancial partial grade , 9 (EBIT argin IR , 4) EBIT argin trend IR , 2)F = 0 3 * ( − m * 0 3 + ( − m * 0 3 +  
  Revenue trend IR , 5) Revenue IR , 9))( * 0 2 + ( * 0 0  

ommercial partial grade , 5 (Uniqueness of  of fering IR , 4) Business model IR , 5)C = 0 3 * ( * 0 4 + ( * 0 3 +  
Offering type IR , 2) Geographical focus IR , 9))( * 0 1 + ( * 0 0  

arket partial grade , 6 (Cyclicality IR , 1) Barriers to entry IR , 0)M = 0 2 * ( * 0 3 + ( * 0 3 +  
Competitive landscape IR , 3) T AM  trend IR , 6))( * 0 2 + ( * 0 1  

rade inancial partial grade ommercial partial grade arket partial gradeG = F + C + M  
 
The highest grade is 1,00. No suggestion on lower limit for inclusion is presented, as this is 
believed to be subject to change given each buyer’s preference. 
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6 Discussion 

6.1 Discussion of Methods used 

6.1.1 Process 
A potential improvement of the method is a preliminary validation of the constructs, in the               
form of a questionnaire carried out before the interviews. This would have provided the              
researchers with a larger number of constructs to test in interviews. The added criteria by               
each interviewee were not incorporated into the research model as the process went on. It was                
not deemed appropriate to test added criteria since those added by interviewees would not              
have been validated by the whole sample, possibly creating a misrepresentation of the final              
model. Had the interviewees gotten a chance to add these in a preliminary stage all criteria in                 
tables 4-8 would have been assessed by the whole sample. 

6.1.2 Sampling 
Because of the non-probability sample and the difficulty in getting PE industry professionals             
to divulge internal practices future research would need to have a probability sample, which              
is also greater than the sample used in this thesis. Such a sample could possibly make the                 
model generalisable. Furthermore, the sample of respondents would need to be larger in order              
for the convergence to be deemed reliable. 

6.1.3 MCDM 
The MCDM method AHP was utilised to establish weights for the criteria, to assess their               
relative importance. It is believed that this is an adequate approach to such a problem,               
grounded in earlier research. However, the overall high consistency ratios suggest that results             
are not theoretically valid. This might be due to the ambiguity related to assessing acquisition               
opportunities, as it is to a large extent considered a subjective judgement process, or to the                
limited sample. One question in terms of the utilisation of MCDM is whether it is appropriate                
to use for criteria that are not completely unrelated with each other, as noted by Majumder                
(2015). A number of respondents noted that many criteria were interrelated, which might             
have affected the comparison of these criteria. However, the results suggest that the practical              
implication is that certain criteria are used to draw conclusions on other, and as such this                
might result in this fact being adequately incorporated in the pairwise comparison, thus             
resulting in a more justifying final result.  

6.1.4 Fuzzy set theory 
The utilisation of fuzzy set theory was chosen to allow for a certain degree of uncertainty to                 
be included in the assessment. It is believed that this was an appropriate approach. Fuzzy set                
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theory allows for every PE buyer to tailor the membership functions for inclusion to suit their                
specific acquisition strategy. However, this thesis has only presented a general solution,            
which needs to be taken into account. One possible limitation with utilising fuzzy set theory               
is that interpretation of linguistic values tend to be rather granular, i.e. it may not be easy to                  
assess for example cyclicality on a 10-grade scale.  

6.1.5 Validation of Research model 
Even though all interviewees modified the model, it was well received by all, and most               
respondents thought the dimensions and the original constructs accurately described their           
decision making to a large extent, making convergence in the majority of these high. This               
high level of convergence in the original constructs might also be attributable to the fact that                
the evaluation process is to a great extent cognitive, and as such tacit and intangible; very few                 
of the respondents reported that a framework is systematically used. The reliance on             
cognitive evaluation processes could entail infrequent reflection and review of the actual            
framework employed, in practice making it easier to confirm the constructs already            
established by the researchers than recollecting one own’s criteria by heart.  
 
Respondents had some difficulty in keeping within the delimitations of the investment            
process. Even though the interviewer made it clear both in the introduction to the interview               
and prior to the process of validating the research model that the criteria to be added or                 
removed could only be assessed with the information available to the public, the highest              
degree of information asymmetry present, many of the respondents added criteria for which             
assessment would not be possible without reducing the asymmetry by e.g contacting expert             
networks, the company, advisors etc. This might suggest that the delimitations of this             
research is not an adequate representation of a practical workflow. It is reasonable to assume               
that any measures to reduce the information asymmetry are taken if possible, as indicated by               
the respondents going beyond the delimitations. 
 
Some respondents also chose to include criteria which were semantically close to a construct              
in the research model. A potential improvement of the study is to include a categorisation of                
criteria by e.g qualitative or quantitative assessment or defining input values for criteria,             
clarifying the criteria further, possibly producing more accurate and reliable results.  
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6.2 Discussion of Results and Analysis 
In some of the interviews the respondents chose to exclude criteria due to interrelatedness              
with other criteria included in the interviewee in question of validating the model. A possible               
explanation could be insufficient strictness in formulating the research model constructs,           
specifically with regards to the constructs being independent of each other. However, many             
of the respondents also pointed out that some criteria indicate the position in other criteria,               
but that does not mean that it is a direct connection between values in the criteria in question,                  
and as such it still needs to be assessed independently. 

6.2.1 Reliability and Validity 
As a substantial part of this thesis is based on qualitative studies, the reliability is in general                 
low as data collection and analysis is dependent on the researchers’ own observations and              
interpretations (Collis & Hussey, 2013). Further, replicating interviews and associated          
discussions tend to result in differing answers (Collis & Hussey, 2013), adding to the low               
reliability of this study. However, this is partly offset by the use of a questionnaire, which is                 
generally easier to replicate. As noted by Ishizaka & Labib (2011) this allows the possibility               
to confirm consistency, which adds to the general reliability of this thesis. However, with              
regards to reliability of the results, one major concern is the consistency ratios of the pairwise                
questionnaire. Utilising Saaty’s (2008) suggestion of 0,10 classifies the results as not reliable.  
 
Validity relates to whether the research studies the correct subject with regard to the research               
question, and whether this is answered with reliable and valid data and information sources              
(Collis & Hussey, 2013). It is believed that this thesis adequately explores and measures the               
evaluation of potential acquisition targets in an early stage, and that the methods utilised are               
adequate. The aim was to explore and suggest a framework, which was presented.  

6.2.2 Generalisability 
The results of this thesis are not generalisable. The validity is believed to be sound, but the                 
non-probability sampling utilised will limit generalisability (Bryman & Bell, 2012). As noted            
by Brewerton & Millard (2001, as cited in Alshenqeeti, 2014), a drawback with utilising              
interviews as a data collection method is the low generalisability. However, the findings             
presented may be extrapolated to a larger scale, which would need to be validated by future                
research. Including a larger sample of respondents would increase the generalisability of the             
model, allowing for more general conclusions. 

6.2.3 ESG & Sustainability 
The majority of interviewees expressed their unwillingness to invest in unsustainable           
industries. Many brought up the example of oil and gas as a market in which not to invest.                  
The main reason for this was however not due to ESG considerations but due to the fact that                  
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the market is expected to decline, with only one respondent making mention of ESG as a                
criterion. When probed further with regards to the market being a fatal flaw in itself, the                
respondent nuanced the answer with a hypothetical scenario of a company which can             
improve the environmental sustainability of oil and gas, given of course the product being              
sufficiently profitable and unique. If an ESG issue at investment stage does not impact the               
perceived future value of the target, it is unlikely that the issue will be part of the evaluation.                  
This suggests that PE is not active in creating sustainability in markets, rather they are               
encouraging it in markets where sustainability already exists.  
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7 Conclusion 

7.1 Key Findings 
The research model provided by this study was validated for three out of the four dimensions                
established, resulting in validated set of criteria and refined framework. The ownership            
dimension was deemed to be specific to a certain size segment of PE firms, and as such not                  
part of a framework for PE in general. In order for the framework presented to be                
generalisable the sample would need to be based on probability sampling and larger in size.  

7.2 Answer to the Research Question 
Returning to the main research question of how a framework can be formulated, this study               
concludes that the result is a proposed framework for systematic evaluation validated in PE.              
However, it is not to be used as a complete representation of PE firms’ decision making in                 
early evaluation, but rather as an illustration of a framework modified to fit a specific               
PE-firm, or in the case of this study a group of respondents within PE. None of the                 
interviewees considered the research model a complete representation of early stage decision            
making. Some made few adjustments, others many. The diversity of each final modified             
research model demonstrates the difference in practice of firms and to some extent             
individuals. Thus, the answer to the main research question is that a complete framework can               
not be created to fit all PE firms, but rather be formulated to represent a point of departure for                   
firms to systematise early evaluation of potential targets.  
 
The first sub research question was what main criteria were used for early evaluation of               
potential acquisition targets in PE. The majority of constructs established in the research             
model was included in the interviewed PE professionals’ evaluation of potential targets.            
Thus, the criteria which converged could be considered a starting point from which the              
framework should be modified to fit the firm-specific criteria. 
 
The second sub research question was how such a framework could cope with information              
asymmetry and allowance of nuances in evaluation. The utilisation of fuzzy set theory             
presented adequately addresses this issue, as it allows for a certain degree of uncertainty to be                
included in the assessment. Fuzzy set theory allows for criteria to be weighted according to               
their relative importance with regards to other criteria, allowing for nuance in the sense that               
certain criteria are given greater impact on the evaluation. Further, this may be customised to               
each PE actor using the framework through the pairwise comparison.  

7.3 Contribution to academic literature 
The research contribution of this study is an extended model of Tyebjee & Bruno’s for VC                
investment decision making, modified and validated for PE. As aforementioned, it is            
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validated by a non-probability sample of quite small size, as such it needs to be investigated                
further to be generalisable. 

7.4 Contribution to PE actors 
For Company X the framework is validated both by PE in general and internally, which               
provides a sound point of departure for both improving the process and taking steps towards               
automation. For PE in general, the framework needs to validated by a generalisable sample of               
PE professionals for it to be used in a wider context. 
 
The AHP method for weighting and fuzzy sets for the incorporation of leniency in early               
decision making provides examples of how to cope with uncertainties and information            
asymmetries. The methods and formulas used in this study can be applied by by both               
Company X and future researchers for extension or otherwise of the model, although not              
tested to prove the validity of the output. This is left for future research to validate.  

7.5 Limitations and recommendations to future research 
For future research, the researchers believe the following topics are interesting and necessary             
to explore, enriching the research field of PE further: 

● Validating the framework produced by this study using probability sampling and a            
larger sampling 

● A more rigorous validation of criteria, including a questionnaire carried out before            
interviews enabling a wider set of criteria to be validated in the whole sample 

● Exploring appropriate input values for criteria established, as well as practices of how             
to assess these 

● Examining if a framework such as the one produced by this thesis has a positive               
impact. Two research questions are proposed: 

○ Do PE firms make better or worse acquisitions using a framework? 
○ Do stricter compliance with strategy limit creativity in sourcing deals? 

● Further exploring how implementation of a framework and systematising of          
investment sub processes are practically applied - would the framework actually be            
used? 
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Appendix 

Pairwise comparison 
 
This survey intends to identify and highlight the criteria deemed most interesting for early              
evaluation of potential transaction targets. The idea is to compare each criteria within a              
dimension with each other, to identify their relative importance. The scale to be used is as                
follows: 
 
1 – The criteria are of equal importance 
3 – One of the criteria holds slightly more importance than the other 
5 – One of the criteria is strongly favoured over the other 
7 – One of the criteria is very strongly favoured over the other. Its effects are demonstrated in                  
practice 
9 – One of the criteria is so strongly favoured over the other that the criteria are not even                   
comparable 
 
Four dimensions of criteria are going to be analyzed, comparing the criteria inside them              
between each other and afterwards comparing the dimensions between them. 
 
Example 
If you consider Customer type to be a “strongly” more important criteria than Geographical              
focus with regards to an early evaluation of a company, your answer would look as below: 

 

Financial criteria 
The financial dimension refers to a number of key figures that are deemed important when               
analyzing a company’s financial performance. The financial dimension consists of seven           
criteria: revenue, EBIT-margin, revenue trend, EBIT-margin trend, tangible fixed assets, long           
term debt and net working capital (NWC). 

−      Revenue: Total net sales 
−      EBIT-margin: 
−      Revenue trend: Development of revenue historically 
−      EBIT-margin trend: Development of EBIT-margin historically 
−      Tangible fixed assets 
−      Long term debt 
−      Net working capital (NWC) 
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Market criteria 
Market criteria refers to aspects depicting the market and its characteristics. The market             
dimension consists of five criteria: total addressable market (TAM), total addressable market            
trend (TAM trend), cyclicality, barriers to entry and competitive landscape. 

− Total addressable market (TAM): Total revenue opportunity for a company’s           
offering 

− Total addressable market trend (TAM trend): Development of total addressable           
market 

−      Cyclicality: Sensitivity of market with regards to macroeconomic climate 
−      Barriers to entry: Level of difficulty for new companies to enter market 
−      Competitive landscape: Level of competition within market 
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Commercial criteria 
The commercial dimension refers to the company’s offering and how it relates to the targeted               
market. The commercial cluster consists of four criteria: customer type, offering type,            
geographical focus and uniqueness of offering. 

−      Customer type: B2B or B2C. Stability of customer base, willingness to pay, etc 
−      Offering type: Product, service, distributor etc. 
− Business model: The rationale of how the company creates, delivers, and captures             

value 
− Geographical focus: Countries or regions where company is active, both in terms             

of sale and/or production/facilities 
− Uniqueness of offering: Strength of offering compared to competitors and/or           

substitutes 
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Ownership criteria 
The ownership dimension refers to the ownership structure of the company. The ownership             
dimension consists of four criteria: privately held, financial owner size, financial owner            
number of subsidiaries (fin owner # of subsid) and owner age. 

− Privately held: Owned by founders/entrepreneurs/management 
− Financial owner size: Financial size of potential financial owner 
− Financial owner number of subsidiaries (fin owner # of subsid): Number of            

subsidiaries of potential financial owner 
− Owner age: If privately held, age of owner/owners 

 

 
 

Dimension comparison 
The last task is to evaluate the difference in importance between the dimension themselves. 
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